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IARY 5. 1971

Selected As A Best All Mond Kentucky Community Newspaper

The Primary
Source of News
In Murray and
Calloway County

Largest Paid
Circulation
Both In City
And In County

United Prase International

In Our irind Year

Bombers Strike
South Vietnam
Targets Again

Murray, Ky., Wednesdly Afternoon, Janus"6-1971--

David Elliott Is
Hospital Patient

'Local Firemen
Retrieve Rocket

ity
)n
iably

I

David Elliott of Murray Route
A rocket was fired in
Six is listed in satisfactory
Murray yesterday afternoon
condition this morning by offrom the Murray City Park
ficials of the Murray-Calloway
by some University students,
County Hospital where he has
but it had to be retrieved by
been a patient since being injured
the members of the Murray
in an autoinobile poeident
Fire Department.
Saturday night.
The rocket, about a foot
Elliott, age sixteen, suffered an
long, was fired from the Ci
injury to the lower back in the
Som was cut by the Viet Cong
Park and landed in one of the
accident in which three other
and North Vietnamese Nov. 21. Sycamore trees near the
persons were also injured. The
U. Col. Am Hong, the official,
intersection of North 8th and
accident occurred on Highway
Cambodian military spokes- Olive Streets.
732 near the Russells Chapel
man, disclosed today that the
Firemen used their fiftyUnited Methodist ,Church, 10.8
Communists hold more than
five foot ladder to reach near
miles east of Murray.
one segment of Highway 4. He
the rocket which was then
Also injured were Kenneth
said Viet Cong units control at shook out of the tree. The
Rev. Roger Joseph
Capps who suffered an injury to
least five miles of the road at a firemen were called at four .
.
6
the back and right shoulder and
point starting 17 miles north- p.m.and were back at the
has been transferred to a hospital
east of Kompong
g station by 4:30 p.m.
in Indianapolis, Ind., where his
It was the lirst ceinililmation :
::;eaomeeceee-~ieeitieeekteesmooa
parents reside, Timothy Wright,
that CoMmunist units held
Murray Route Five, injury to the
areas of Highway 4 other than
The Methodist Men and head, and Donald Elliott, Murray
the Kirirom Highlands, 60 miles
Women's Society of Christian Route Six, abrasion to the left
west-southwest of Phnom Penh.
Service of the Bethel, Brooks side of the face, hematoma to
"It would not be too difficult
Chapel, and Independence United forehead, and neck injury.
to retake Route 4," Am Bong
said. "The problem is to
Epiphany services will be held Methodist Churches will meet Wright and Donald Elliott were
organize a defense when we at the St. John's Episcopal Thursday, January 7, at seven hospitalized overnight at the
take it."
Church, Main and Breech p.m. at Independence Church. local hospital.
The driver of the car was
Am Hong said Premier Lon Streets, tonight ( Wednesday) at Rev. Roger Joseph, minister
of Donald
Elliott, who along with
Nol_ visited Cambodian troops eight p.m.
the Temple Hill and Russell's
David Elliott, are sons of Mr. and
at Kompong Som. Ream and
Larrie Clark, lay reader, will Chapel
United
Methodist
Kompong Seila at the southern conduct the service of evening ChurduillAie is the son of Mr. Mrs. James Elliott of Murray
Route Six.
edge of the Kirirom Highlands prayer.
and Xral Willie Wade Joseph of
Kentucky State Trooper James
Epiphany cake and coffee will Kirksey.
Tuesday.
Barnett investigated the acbe served following the service.
cident.
The public is invited to attend.
Ralph Evans, president of the
Z-s.x.kkieiSiSSSEK-SO
Methodist Men, urges all
members and interested
ti•rsea 1.•••• tstarmittisial to attend this important meeting.

By BERT W. OKULEY
SAIGON (UPI) —U.S. B52
bombers struck targets in South
Vietnam today for the second
time in -three days. Military
sources reported one of every
four American planes lost in
Indochina in 1970 went down in
Laos.
South Vietnamese troops reported killing 832 North Vietnamese and Viet Cong in a
month-long campaign in the
Mekong Delta.
B52s pounded the Ho Chi
Minh Trail and its branch
roadways in Laos and parts of
South Vietnam. The areas
bombed Tuesday night and
today were not far from the
site of Stratofortress strikes
Monday, just south of the
Demilitarized Zone (DMZ) separating the two Vietnams.
Military sources said the air
war
in
Laos
had
been
responsible for 25 per cent of
all American aircraft losses in
the Indochina War last year.
Communiques from Phnom
Penh said Viet Cong units tried
Tuesday night for the third
consecutive time to cut the
capital's river link -with the
Generally fair through tonight
outside world. The Communists
and continued cold. Thursday Donald Tuck of Springfield, Ill.,
attacked government gunboats
increasing cloudiness and con- died suddenly on New Year's Day
protecting an ail and gasoline
tinued cold. Highs today 20s while driving his car in the
ship convoy 22 miles southeast
except low 30s extreme west. Chicago,IT, area.
of Phnom Penh on the Mekong
Lows tonight in the 6 to 16 east to Tuck and his family were
River.
16 to 22 west. Highs Thursday mid enroute to visit his wife's family
Henry Cecil Geibel of 1018-B
One Cambodian sailor was
when he was fatally stricken. He Monroe Street, Murray, was
20s to mid 30s.
killed in the clash. Three
was 53 years of age.
claimed by death Tuesday at 2
sailors were wounded in a
Funeral and burial services a.m. at the Murray-Calldwo
EXTENDED OL'TLOOK
siniiilar attack earlier Tuesday.
A chance of maw Friday were laid Ap..oipripgfield,..
nty Hospital.
y
The alPital has received all continuing east early Saturday.
its oil and gasoline by ship
Fair west Saturday and over Survivors are his wife and two Geibel was &native of Paducah
since Highway 4 linking Phnom the state Sunday. Slight warming children of Springfield, III.; his and was a retired salesman.
Penh and the port of Kompong through
Sunday with lows 15 to 20 mother, Mrs. Richard Tuck of
The Murray man is survived by
and highs rising from the upper Carmi,Ill.; two sisters, Mrs. Bill
his wife, Mrs. Maurine Edrington
20s Friday to the upper 30s Nelson and Mrs. Harry Proctor,
both of Murray; one brother, Geibel of Murray; one step
Sunda
Richard Tuck, Jr., of Murray. daughter, Miss Mary Warren
Swann of Murray; one sister,
Mrs. William Rieke Burnett of
Paducah; one niece, Mrs,
Charles Baize of Winchester--

10* Par Copy

Layoff Announced
At Tappan_ . Plant
Closing For Week
..

Shutdown Caused By A
Severe Drop In Orders

Rev. Roger Joseph
To Speak Thursday

Epiphany Services
Planned Tonight

The Weather

Brother Leal
persons Dies

-Chapter Will
Meet On Saturday

Vol. LXXXXII No. 4

----hundred and twenty em- of inventory and cleaning of the
ployees of the Murray Division of plant.
the Tappan Company were Laid
The stove manufacturing plant
off today (Wsednesday), ac- is one of the largest industries in
cording to Macon Blankenship, Murray and Calloway County and
personnel manager.
has been in operation here SIDCe
Blankenship said the men with 1946.
from one to two years set-vice
with the company were being laid
off due to the drop in orders.
The plant which manufactures
Tappan ranges will close Friday,
January 8, for a week due to a
severe
orders.
in
drop
The final sale of Type 35, air
Blankenship said the plant will
cured tobacco, was held on the
reopen for work on Monday, Murray Market on Monday.,
January 18.
January 4, with an average of
Blankenship said the company
838.30 being reported, according
has been manufacturing fifteen
to 011ie Barnett, reporter for the
hundred stoves per day, but will
local market.
now be cutting theirProducttonbeck to isveln---bundred stoves Sales for the day were for 18,388
per day.
pounds for a total volume of
The ldeiTay-plant was closed $7,042.64.
for two weeks for the Christmas
and New Year's holidays. Some The opening day of sales of
of the maintence and shipping Type 23, dark fired tobacco, will
crews worked during a part of the be held on Monday, January 11,
two weeks from December 18 to on the four Murray floors,
December 31. Also some of the Doran's Farris, Growers, and
employees worked in the taking Planters.

Air Cured Tobacco
Sale Held Monday

Ernest L Breen

E. T. Brooks
Appointed

Ernest T. Brooks, assistant
professor in the guidance
counseling department of the
school of education, Murray State
University, has been appointed
as Judge Pro Tern of the Murray
City Police Court of the City of
Murray for the calendar year
Mrs. Lucille S. Gin'ger Of 1971 by William Donald Overbey,
Henderson, acting- district Judge, Murray Police Court.
, will be a special guest. Prof. Brooks, a native of
The program will-be presented Jaclabn,' Tenn., received his
by the National Defense chair- undergraduate degree from Lane
By ROBERT STRAND
were arraigned in a small,
College, Jackson, and was
man, Mrs. Leon Grogan.
nominated by that college in 1970 SAN RAFAEL, Calif. ( UPI1— heavily
guarded
courtroom
Mrs. Leon Jones, chapter as one of the outstanding young Black revolutionary
Angela jammed with supporters and'
regent, urges all members to men of
Davis
has chosen to defend newsmen. Outside, hundreds of
America. His name apattend.
other bperS chanted "Free
peared in the 1970 publication.
Brooks received his Master's1 murder, kidnaping and . con- Angelo'
Degree and Ed. S. degree from sPiracY by accusing the govern- Her supporters inside—who
FINED IN PADUCAH
Murray State Universitj . He ment of staging a political included her father, brother and
sister—murmured "Right on ...
George Buist Scott III of taught fourth grade in Sikeston, frameall
"I declare before OW court
free Angela" when she gave a
Murray was fined $38.50 in- Mo., for a year before going into
public .,.that I am clenched fist "black power"
Funeral services were held cluding costs on a charge of adult education work in Sikeston and the
innocent of oH charges," the salute as she entered. But the
today at two p.re. at the Roth speeding by the McCracken under the Manpower Developsaid at only disruptions came from
''
By United Press International major airports were trying to Funeral- florne, Paducah, with County Court on Monday, ac- ment Training Act.
her arraignment Tuesday. "I Magee.
Arctic air cold enough to drop dig themselves out of a backlog Rev. Tim Taylor officiating. cording to the court report The newly appointed judge Pro
A nicely catered event was the
rid before this court on a The convict, who was chained
dance at the Calloway Country temperatures below freezing in of unmoved holiday Weekend Burial was in the Oak Grove published in thePaducah Sun- tern was guidance counselor
political frameup."
—to his chair, tried to complain
Sikeston High School for one
Club New Year's eve. Breakfast San Francisco and below zero baggage.
Democrat.
Cemetery ,.at Paducah.
before coming to the, urray This was her first public about his court-appointed attorwas served, following the dance, in the Southwest and Midwest The unusual cold cause
campus in June _of 1969 as a statement since her arrest Oct. ney, interrupted Miss Davis, to
by Ftudy's. Everything was hot, dragged eastward early today. considerable damage to citrus
counselor in w1Jpward Bound 13 in a New York City motel. say his chains were too tight
good and well prepared, and Only the Gulf Coast had crops and Waif Winter vegetaThe former UCLA philosophy and was finally removed by
temperatures above freezing. bles in Arizona.
there was plenty of it.
D,)Aen Humphreys, head of instructor asked for permission guards during his rambling
Flagstaff reported a low of 20
Kansas, Nebraska and Iowa
he gaidapce-counseling to help defend herself on remarks addressed to the
—hardest hit by the weekend below and Grand Canyon 17
departmentat Murray State, said grounds her trial would be judge.
below.
The
mercury
blizzard
described
pushed
as
the
There we sat this morning,
Brooks is "hardworking, very political.
Magee and Miss Davis, 26,
drinking our hot coffee and the "worst since '89" —were trying over the Itro mark to a feeble Dr. Ray N. Waggoner, son of Waggoner has been active in sharp, and has demonstrated
Arraignment Held
are charged with the murder of
his
19
at
Tucson
and
24 at Phoenix. Mrs. J. N. Waggoner and the late community affairs including
sun was just barely peeping up to clear highways.
She and Ruchell Magee, 31, a Judge Harold J. Haley in a
All of Texas shivered in its Mr. Waggoner of Murray, will helping to organize the first profession through academic
The snow tied up heavy
over the horizon as though it did
San Quentin prison inmate. Shootout Aug. 7 in which four
training and experience."
coldest
weather
of
holiday
and
traffic
the
marooned
winter.
Civitan
Club
in
the city which
leave Kentucky Wesleyan
not relish coming out into the
men died during an abortive
thousands. A Lincoln, Neb., Red Bushland and Dumas reported College in Owensboro to join the later became known as the - -Brooks is married to theiorfrigid air.
escape attempt.
11
below, while only areas faculty of Kentucky's newest Owensboro Noon Civitan Club. mer P.atricia Hampton of
Cross official Tuesday deMagee was accused ei firing
scribed marooned cars on along the South Texas Coast state'College, Northern Kentucky He has also served as president of Ja1k.0n, Tenn., also a graduate,
of Lane, and who received her
the shotgun blast that killed
reported
readings
above
80
Interstate
as
freez"a
swarm
of
State in Covington, as a depart- the Owensboro Mental Health
We drink our coffee in a thick
Master's degree in English from
Haley. Miss Davis allegedly
Association, on the board of
ment head.
mug with a handle large enough flies." Shelters were set up in ing.
Murray State in August. They Stephen Bell of Murray has purchased four guns used in theEnve
the
San
Francisco
and
Lincoln
Auburn,
Bay
Neb.,
to
directors
of
the
Green
Dr.
River
Waggoner
through.
We
is
presently
As
finger
to get our
reported the theft of a attempt, which involved the
area experienced a rare case of chairman of the education- Mental Health Association and on have two children.
sat there in sort of a daze, trying shelter stranded motorists.
tachometer from his 1965 Comet kidnaping of the judge, a
ezing
authorities
weather
Nye
Tuesday.
reported
psychology department and the board of directors of the Cliff
to wake up real gradual like, two
parked at the Sanders & Purdom prosecutor and three women
atures dipped into the director of teacher training at Hagan Boys' Club.
Doves flittered into sight. They many farm families were
Motor Sales, West Main Street. jurors,
20s
locked
around
in
their
the
homes
bay
by
and
12-foot
in
A
native
Wesleyan
of
Murray,
and
he
will
is
become
came to rest near the bird feeder
California Law
Northern
California.
drifts.
Ten
primary
highways
in
Bell told the Murray Police
Northern's education and married to the former Nancy
and picked *rand. Their
Department on Tuesday at 10:50 "tder California law, an
feathers were all fluffed out the northern part of the state Only Flotida and the lower psychology department chair- Wyatt of Mayfield and they have
were reported doted Tuesday. Pacific -Coast escaped winter's man at the beginning of the fall a 14-year-old son, Duncan. The
a.m. that the tachometer was"ace° plice can be charged with
Elder Ronald Camp from
(Continued on Page Slineeni
murder and face the death
All three New York airports, frigid touch. Thermometer semester of 1971, according to Waggoners live at 215 Wildwood
sfolen sometime on January 2
Venice, Utah, has recently been
penalty.
closed because of fog early readings reached 75 at both former Murray State professor, Drive in Owensboro.
while the car was at the lot. He
Tuesday, reopened by not:c- Miami and Key West, Fla., Dr. Ralph Tesseneer who is Dr. Waggoner has two sisters assigned to work with Elder said he had left the car there for Mann County Superior Court
Bruce
Syrne
from
Magna,
Utah,
LETTERS',".EDITOR/
Judge Joseph G. WiLion took
lime. Officials at Chicago's two early today,
the company to sell.
Northern's vice president for who live in Murray, Mrs. as the
MICAINAIRIftWOMAIWNWWW
,
pair of Mormon
under submission several dePrentice Lassiter of 602 Olive
academic affairs.
Missionaries here in the Murray
Monday at 2:52 p.m. Mrs. Ray fense motions, including the one
Dr. Waggoner has been at Street and Mrs. Ralph McCuiston area.
WIEATIleiII>
Dear Mr. Williams:
Brownfield of Murray Route to allow Miss Davis to act as
Kentucky Wesleyan for 19 years of 809 Olive, His mother is a
We would like to take this
reported to the police the cocounsel. He gave her five
Seven
patient
at
the
and was one of the original adConvalescent These two
opportunity to express our apyoung men_ are part theft of $9.00from her purse while attorneys Until Feb. 5 to file
ministrators when the - college Division of the Murray Cat
preciation to the citizens of
a missionary system of the
it was in the office at Austin briefs and said the prosecution
moved to Owensboro. Before County Hospital.
Murray, Calloway County, and
Church of Jesus Christ of LatterSchool.—The
money which in- then would have 15 days to
taking
his present position he
the surrounding area for supday Saints, two of over 14,000
cluded one five dollar bill and answer. The judge saidthe next
served as dean of students
porting our annual Christmas
young men between the ages of 19
four one dollar bills was stolen court proceedings probably
He also worked on tise high
tree sale. We would also like to
and 73, who give full time to
between 8:30 a.m. and 11 em., would be early in March.
aeol level, teaching biology at
thank the merchants who made
missionary work at their own
Neither Miss Davis nor
according
to the police report,
Oèsboro High School for two
billboard advertising available to
expense for a period of two years.
Magee entered a formal plea
years ptief td going to work at the
us, the Ledger and Times for the
during the one-hour and 23
college. gg̀or
Elder Camn attended Utah
publicity given our sale, WNBS
minute arraignment; and they
Technical
College for one
Dr.. We
,earned both his
for their help in advertising and
waived reading of the grand
bachelor .of sciertee, degree in
year and Elder Syme attended
Mr. Don Pedden for ihe use of a
jury indictment.
„we
biology and his M.A:'elegree in
Salt I.ake Trade Techincal
sales lot.
1
-,
foundations of educatiolt from
- Colleae, Both Elders plan on
We hope that wetted! be able to
The Murray-Calloway County .A Bff OF ,ADVlbs
••• ••11.11.
returning to school after their Senior Citizens
Murray State University and is a
use the funds derived from this
Club will hold its LEEDS,
England (UPI
mission
graduate of Murray High School.
sate to support worthy causes in
regular meking on Friday,
He received his 'doctor of
the tkymmunity for the coming
Januify 8, at 12 noon at the social Business executive David Lipeducation with empbasis on
year
RMNY
hall of the First United Methodist man has a . bit of advice for
OFFICE-A ONLY
administration and supervision
Sincerely' yours.
nervous bosses in need of a
Church.
‘41/
'
,
from
Peter W. Whaley
Arizona State University.
Officers only of the Women of
A potluck supper will be served tranquilizer Blow bubbles He
......
He hes done additional study at
Dan Boaz
the Moose are asked to wear at noon. Guests and new mem says even his enalyst approves
AMU*,URI
A NON
George Peabody College in NashCoLChairtnen.
pastel formals at tlw meeting to hers are invited The hostesses "Blowing
.
ARIAS
bubbles soothes
....
AS
Murray Optimist pub
ville in guidance and counseling.
IMO OM marlOS
IØ•soorasik•••••••111
Thursday. January 7,4W named -at the last meeting are me," he said--Tnesdar --But it
Chridmas Tree Sale
While living in Owensboro. Dr.
7:30 p in at the lodge hall,
also helps me think "
asked to he present

H. C. Geibel
Dies Tuesday

The „Captain Wendell Oury
chapter of the Daughters of the
American Revolution will meet
Saturday, January 9, at two p.m.
at the home of Mrs. Doris Nance,
1715 Farmer Avenue.

Angela Davis Claims She's
Victim Of Political Frame

Seen&Heard
Around
Arctic Air Sends Temperatures
Murray
Plunging All Over The Nation

.ay
tte

ade

Murray Native To Join
Northern State Faculty

Thefts R eported To
The Murray Police

sugs

et

it

Elder Camp Named
Mormon Missionary

Senior Citizens To
Meet Here Friday

MC

_
-

•

-
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Businessmen Regard Inflation As
Pocket Veto Causes New
Number One Enemy In 1970, Look
Quarrel In U.S. Capitol
To New Year With_ Higher Hopes
Washington Window

c wituAasa, PUBLISHER W.reserve the right to reject any Advertising, Letters to the Editor,
Whip Edward M. Kennedy and
By RAYMOND LAHR
-Ptrbric
-VOice -111
whiiih,Tk au- opinion, are not for the best
WASHINGTON (UP!)-Pres- retiring Sen. Ralph W. Yarbor--"FiritereSt of our readers.
ident Nixon and some of his ough, a sponsor of the family
NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVES: WALLACE WITMER CO., 1509 congressional critics have found doctor bill, protested that the (Editees Note: This is a year- independents supported the percent of the nation's private shows record interest rates. Even
Madison Ave., Memphis. Tenn,: Time & Life Bldg., New York, N.Y,
Administration's anti-inflation employment. Higher Social the most recent NFIB data shows
a new issue for a constitutional President had abused the end roundup on independent
Eitephesisiin Bldg.. Detroit. Mich:
fight
when it started, even though Security taxes-on employee and the average bostness bank loan at
National
the
based
on
business,
quarrel between the executive pocket veto power. Yarborough
the
tight-money
policy hurts. As employer-effective January 1, 8.6 percent, with rates below that
Entered Daily at the Post Office. Mureay. Kentucky, for
and lawmaking branches of the cited three Supreme Court Federation of Independent
disillusionment
set
in, more and could aggravate this employment average in the Midwest but much
field
coatinous
Inc.'s
Business,
transmission as Second Class Matter
national government.
decisions which he thought
more
expressed
the
need for picture quickly, the Federation higher in the West. Although the
more
than
from
with
data
survey,
a made the veto action invalid.
1811BSCIPTiON RATES: By Carrier in Murray, per week 35e, per This issue, involving
banks' prime rate has been cut
wage
and
price
controls.
voluntary
warns.
--Month ;LW: JIM-Galloway and adjoining counties, per year. $5.50; presidential -pocket veto" of a By Wednesday four col- 120,000 responses, pins
Now that Washington has in- Survey data for 1970 also in- down to 7 percent, no Major
year,
the
throughout
comments
not
in
Congress
is
Zones I dr 2, n3.00;
leagues from the House and
Elsewhere 916.00. All service subscriptions $8.00. bill when
change has shown up in the incession, is less likely to shock Senate had joined their protest, and majority opinions expressed dicated a change of gears-less dicates deterioration in the in- dependents' survey responses.
"Mee Ovitatanding ark Asset et a Cifnmunity Is the
investment,
dependents'
new
the nation than debates about including the "strict construc- on the Federation's legislative brake on inflation and more fuel
Integrity -ef Its NeWspaper"
and
accounts Only 30 percent of the
borrowing
shared and sometimes conflict- tionist" conservative, Sen. Sam polls.)
to the economy-many inproprietors report taking a loan
receivable.
ing power over defense utnd J. Ervin Jr., D-N.C. Ervin said
dependents fear a runaway wagein the previous six months, the
independen
end
of
1969
WF,DNESDAY-J-ANIMY 6, 1971
At
the
of
the
nnAer
three
years
In
foreign policy.
he thought constitutional schoprice spiral that will decimate
the
since
figure
lowest
to
be
businessmen
seemed
businesses reporting added inBut from George w-Onc•ton lars would agree that the bill
small business. While economists
Federation began asking about
go
on
like
saying,
"Thine'
-nn't
from
60
has
slumped
vestment
to Richard M. Nixon, Congress !lad become law Dec. 25 or 26
of 1970, they generally predict 1971 will be a percent, to 55, to 50. Most of this borrowing four years ago. It is
and the President have often without the President's signa- this." At 'ne
insaying,
"We were year of recovery, many
4)
be
seem
Limited reinvestment (60 per- believed that demand is very
accused one another of usurp- ture.
most
wonder.
To
the
dependents
right, things got worse."
goes into equipment, and high, but that many have been
Few Murrayans have held the unique position ing constitutional authority.
disillusioned, small business is in ^erit)
However,
as
1971
dawns,
they
All
six
suggested
that
the
repeal
of., the 7 percent in- deined loans as banks channel
immediate,
spin
and
a
tail
The White House announced
enjoyed by Mr. Luther Robertson, who passed
only
larger
to
funds
Seventh
signs
that
the
also
see
vestment tsar credit is believed to limited
the day after Christmas that President should have sent 'a
away on Tuesday morning. drastic action can avoid a crash.
customers) or hat(' been unthe
up
over
Cavalry
is
coming
veto
message
to
the
decline.
Senate
faetor
in
this
have
been
a
pocket
vetoed
a
bill
had
One Cincinnati businessman
Although he was always friendly, eager to help on Nixon
La Federation
polls, the willing to pay such high rates.
to encourage the training of secretary and that Congress horizon. Thus, the present mood
most any project, and had a host of friends, one still more family doctors, a mea- should have been allowed to -seems to be a paradoxical one of told the NFIB, "I have been in businessmen have supported
bnsiness 40 years and have never
hopefulness.
News that the Small Business
several Congressional moves to
was inclir dti to address him as. Mr. Luthat
- sure which originated in the vote on overriding. When pessimistic
been so discouraged."
events
in
the
major
Three
originally
passed,
only
one
vote
i
restore the tax credit in limited Administration had exhausted its
He was a person of urneual abilities and if he Senate.
40
industrial
desig
r
in
An
lending capacity by November
provision in the Senate and two in the closing days of 1970 raised their Wisconsin,
A constitutional
accepted a job, he car tic 'the task to the ultimate
blaming
the'
House were cast against the hopes, despite the pessimism
Faced with tight money and a added to the fiscal problems of'
gives
the
President
10
days,
' in suce. . He was not a "half-way man".
generated by general business recession, reports he's been" ... recession, many business owners small business, Federation
plus Sundays, to act on a bill bill.
on the verge of bankruptcy for
Many
came to Nt- Luther during his from Congress. If he fails to In his pocket veto announce- conditions.
saw their accounts receivable leaders, meeting with the..
the last six months. While big
event
was
the
introduction
lifetime.
The Chairman of the President's
become
a
problem
recog' .tion from his friends sign it within 10 days while ment, Nixon said the bill' One
business can 'trim the fat' and
here in Mur:-:.
ongress is in session it represented the wrong ap- by Senator Alan Bible of Nevada, survive, we are struggling...', 'F'ederation shows a 7:2 ratio Council of Economic Advisers on
.71 state orjanizations, and from
becomes law unless he returns proach and that, anyway, there chairman of the Senate Small Here's some key data from the between those reporting higher December 15, stressed that
the firms
ne was affiliated.
the
legislation, with a message were already four federal Business Committee, and Federation's 1970 survey, in amount of receivables and those unless there is more cooperation Mr. Lutt.,,,1 beii•-‘-et in work and set an enviable
of explanation, to the house programs which could accom- Senator Quentin Burdick of North whiCh owners were asked to with lower receivables; but an by---banks in the SBA lending
example throug'
,out
years.. Although he had where it originated. His veto plish the aims of the family Dakota of a comprehensive eight- make
adverse 8:1 ratio on collections, program to provide needed funds
comparisons with a year
reached a position some years ageoghere he could
32 percent reporting slower to credit-worthy, established,-be overriden by a two- doctor training bill. He also part "Small Business Tax earlier:
stand aside from the dal" trials of business life, he thirds vote of the House and recalled that he had promised Reform Bill." Although no action 88 percent said the price of collections than a year earner firms, the Administration should
to send a broad medical care was expected until the new
and only four percent reporting ask Congress to appropriaterefused to be relegated to a desk; and visited his Senate.
goods they purchase ( wholesale)
program to Congress snit in, tongress, it was introduced late
more funds so SBA can resumre
faster collections.
If
Congress
has
adjourned
for
customers daily durir - the week takingOrders for
in the new expired Congress to has risen.
And the business loan picture making direct loaner.
the year, however, a president 1971.
73 percent said their average,
his firm.
Yarborough complained- that promote discussion of what is
can pocket veto a bill merely
labor costs are higher.
comOne legislative hope for the
hailed
as
the
most
Mr. Luther wasa person of high standards and he
urgent
need
for
there
was
an
The Almanac
refusing to sign it. James
selling
future is a Small Business Tax
reform ever 71 percent said their
was a symbol of integrity to Woe who knew him. Madison.first used this power more family doctors and that prehensive
prices (or professional fees) are By United Press International Reform
4
d4
Simplification Bill,
two years would be consumed undertak-1
His sense of duty forced him into mint' areal-of to kill two measures in 1812.
higher.
Today is Wednesday, Jan, 6, introdu
and
expansion
of
smalLand
y Senators Alan
Gpngreq-eitinal
action
on
a
in
any
Of 2,250 presidential vetoes
But,
only
GI
'Percent
said
(bilk'
civic, businesreVrel. .11 lire where he assumed
the sixth day of 1971:
dependent business.
•
Bible of
da and Quentin
through 1968, there were 957 of far-reatiliing health program.
positions of responsibh.,,y. He was a Steward in the the
The moon is betwee ' first Burkick of North Dakota, both on
event was the business volume has increased.
The
second
American
Academy
of
The
pocket type. Franklin D.
. and 72 percent said it has quarter ,and full phase.
the Senate Small Business
local Methodist Chur '•-k for over fifty years.
Roosevelt, who served a record General Practice, representing decision of President Richard declined.
The morning stars are Committee. It remains to be seen
with
meeting
held
at
a
Leon,
doctors,
family
announced
that
We feel sure that Mu, ay will continue to grow in 12 years and eight days in the
These
figures
support
the
Mercury, Venus; Mars and Ju- whether the new Congress will
the future and we know that other persons will step White House, also holds the it would take a legal test of the small business leaders in contention that small and in- piter.
September, to
Washington
in
support this bill.
vote
to
the
courts:
.
A
federal
forward to carry on the various lobe that must be record,for both regular vetoes, law suit on the issue might take arrange quarterly meetings with dependent business not only finds The' evening star is Saturn.
But all the Federation data
635,
and
pocket
vetoes,
283.
raise
prices,
but
difficult
to
it
done in a progressive city.
Those born on this date are points to the conclusion that
two years but a Supreme Court Dr. Paul McCracken, Chairman
when it does, often experiences under the sign of Capricorn. economic
When Nixon pocket vetoed
However we know too, that in the early days of
recovery for many
decision also might define more of the Council of Economic Addiminishing returns from con- American poet Carl Sandburg independents is
family doctor bill, the
a "do or die"
clearly the pocket veto power. visers. This decision, prompted
our town, when some of the most important the
r
ied
sumer
resistance.
peSenate was in recess for six
was born on Jan. 6, 1878.
matter. Hopefully, says the
decisions had to be made, Mr. Luther was always days over Christmas. Congress ,iarborough noted that the by a request for closer liaison Many owners the
On this day in history:
Federation, the Administration
Flonse and Anate seldom meet between the administrative
counted on to give advice, counsel, and work.
had approved a routine resolueconomic downturn has resultec In 1759 George Washington and Congress will listen.
on Saturdays. By Nixoe'S branch of government and small
Murray was built by men like Mr. Luther
tion authorizing its officials to reasori0g, he said, any bill business by Wilson Johnson, in much tougher price com- married Martha Custis,
Robertson. We always appreciated him, his ability, exchange messages with the could Acket vetoed if the 10- president of the National petition from chains and major In 1898 Simon Lake made the
White House during the recess. day period allowed for approval Federation of Independent corporate firms seeking ti first telephone call from a sub03) CINECOM
his vision, and his devotion to anything which would
maintain volume. And some whc marine to land.
THEATRES
be for the betterment of Murriy.
When the Senate reconvened or disapproval by the President Business, marks the first time in are primarily in Service lines
DAILY FILM GUIDE
In 1919 President Theodore
a
dialogue
national
history
that
spired
on
a
Saturday.
Murray and Calloway County will miss Mr. Dec. 28, Senate Democratic
competition from- Roosevelt died at his home in
has been established between the note more
and Oyster Bay, N. Y.
Luther. We wish the best for his family and our
;14111gAl latiNfilletA
small business, sector of the firms primarily in sales
construction.
CENTRAL SHOPPING CENTER
sympathy goes out to them.
In 19595Congressman Charles
onomy and the prestigious
tPS 641 NORTH
While the Federation did not Halleck orefeated Jo Martin for
"
economic policy makers.
ik
one
per
se,
many
about
profits,
ask
the post of House Republican
b - the first meeting at year's
7:15
d, Dr. McCracken was asked to volunteered comments on leader.
9:15
need for
adopt a policy of "Stop-Look- declining profits and the
A
small
New
working
capital.
A thought for today; Amen.
141111-'-' In other Words, he was
By Anthony Harrigan
"Gross can novelist James Cabell said,
iske4that research be conducted Jersey retailer reported,
LEDGER & Tatra ima
is up about 82,000 this year, "The optimist proclaims that —Penolope Galant
EXECUTIVE VICE PRESIDENT
into theirnpact that any proposed take
but my net is down.. . unable tc we live in the best of all Now Yorker
will
program
have
new
on
the
Southern States Industrial Council
as the possible worlds and the pessifilm!
. Mrs. Arthur Mattie)Butterworth;age 88,ofMtfetity Route One
welfare of small business, on the change prices as easily
died thil -Morning attfifiiriiiiiy Hospital.
is
trun.'"
"
(1
*
Ittiet
feaiii
This
•
what
big
business
can
wholesaler
-I
r
ses-them
basis that
DO:Clegg F. Austin,son of Mrs.Lucille Austbrand the late
however. This fall, Leonard S. live with is often harmful for
—Judith Crrst..
IMPERATIVES
DEFENSE
"High taxes and interest rates
Austin,has joined the staff of the Heustbn-McDeeittaIrde.Re is a
R,odberg of the Institute of Policy small business.
TT.
specialist in pediatrics.
Studies wrote in die 'Bulletin of A third development late in the make great inroads on my FIRSTCE CLOSED
The central fact of our times is Atomic Scientists.that the "size
Loudon Stubblefield, Elmer Sholar, Alfred Ladd.
year just ended was the in- profits," a Nebraska stationery LAS VEGAS, Nev.-(UPI)Howard' that only by remaining militarily--Archer W,nsten,
owner wrote, adding that even
.
McNeely were installed as deacons of the M
JACK
Baptist strong can the American people of - the military establishment creased attention being paid to
.,must be drastically reduced." the plight of small business by more profit is lost by not being
Lnurcn on Sunday morning.
NICHOLSON
freedom.
The
career
of
District
their
Attorney
maintain
' Hugh Grey Fuqua, son of Mr. and .Mrs. Marshall Fuqua of
getnateesay a word about the
media. As inflation able to pay cash.
Roy Woofter, who began ,his
Tragically, many people, in- size of the Soviet military news
IIVE
Murray, has been named ps-Ineinal
le Junior High
as the nation's largest Many independents blame first
mounted,
number
of17:
S.
term Monday, opened with,,,
cluding
a
union
wage
demands,
"frantastic
establishment,
which is in- railroad and the sixth biggest
School, Hillsdale, Id
ERIN
senatorsund influential writers, creasing year by year. On thp
a bang.
corporation -went under finan- raises to construction workers"
Piggies
Shortly ain't Woofter took
refuse to recognize this fact of contrary, he explained the
"unreasonable
wages"
and
for
cially, as more automation was
believe
life.
They
international
Soviet defense budge, saying undertaken by big industry to the continuing wage-price spiral. office, a county investigator,
that the way to demilitarize the "much of which is used to defend
Luke Wills, was inspecting his
tak`e_r,,),JA sit
offset the costs piled up by large "1 strongly feel that the labor
world is by demilitarizing our the vast Soviet land mass." Mr.
movement is on a self-defeating reeolner when it misfired intc
union
demands,
more
attention
7.30 and 9:30
own country. instead of-being a Rodberg certainly wasn't about
•Trims see
which is contrary to our the ceiling, leaving a dime-sizec
was being focused on where jobs course,
move towards peace, this is a to find anything aggressive in the
hole.
country's
interest,"
said
a
smallwould be created. This attention
step in the direction of national Soviet military establishment.
town California grocer. An Woofter closed the case after
to jobs was mode more
suicide.
Mr. Rodberg's comments, prominent when supposedly blue Illinois manufacturer who em- he determined the fining was
Many Murray State College Students are volunteering for the
Students 1.50 with 40
accidental.
• Among the principal anti- which are in line with Sen.
Navy and Army Air Corps. Mrs. Cleo Gillis Hester, registrar,
employers in the airplane, ploys 13 persons said, "Our labor
defense mythmakersitnen.J. W. Fulbright's thinking, were very chip
force
demands
higher
wages
declined tn&ty to give an exact figure.
space, and defense industries
Fulbright (D.-Ark.). In a recent
revealing. He said that we have were forced to lay off thousands each year and we do not blame
Robert E.. Hendim of Murray was appeinted State Marketing
appearancenn Face The Nation, "a near-paranoiac
them . yet there will be a limit
fear. of due to spending cutbacks..
Director by Agriculture Cogunissioner Háii . Walters. _
TONIGHT!
he said: "The military establish- something called 'communism'."
on how much a small employer
Mr. and Mrs. trban Starks have returned borne after a visit
The
role
of
Independent
ment in this country runs nearly One wonders "what the captive
,can
pay
out
and
continue
in
with their daughter, Mrs. Sam Knight and family of Detroit:
business, which currently
Ends Tue.
, - the whole country; they dominate
Czech people would make of Mr. plies 60 percent of all jobs 6i business."
Mich.
anything
get
They
the Congress.
Similar
aspect of
UM
Open _7 p.m.
Rodberg's
reference
to private employment,is assuming
"Marine Raiders" starring Pat O'Brien, Robert Ryan, and
they like out of Congress."
Ohio dry cleaner: "We cannot
"something
called_ 'corn- greater news importance.
Ruth Hussey is showing at the Varsity Theatre.
Sen. Fulbright's statements
munism'."
Thus, the nation's independent pay our efnployees as much as we
are utterly without foundation. 'It is
tremendously important businessmen look" forward with would like to so that they can
-Judith Crist, New York Magazine
The truth is that Congress is not
that the Senate and the people see some hopefulness, but in the keep up with the increard cost of
providing the armed services
living
without
raising
our
prices
past the Myths of the Pulbrights meantime, for the immediate
with the weapons- the nation and
Rodbergs of todny*the see- present, the year-round survey of beyond the reach of the average
needs for survival in an era of no-evil
politiciani ande4/M- the 285,000-member National consumer."
Increasing Soviet
military
One saprising aspect of the
Mentators who would strip.
Federation of Independen
might.
nation of its defenses.
What manner of man is this, that even the wkuM1 the sea
Business is questioning, "How' Federation's findings is that so
Sen. Strom Thurmond (R.-S. The Mated States
obey him!-Matthew 8:27.
business?" its latest grass-roots far, independents apparently
C.) set the record straight a few standing gillitaty
Thg Christ understood the deepest laws of nature is certain, but
leadership in tabulations reflect the hardshi have held the line on emweeks ago. He pointed out that the Joint
TONIGHT!
Whereas
big
He said greater works than these shall ye do. Maybe we will come
Chiefs of Staff, headed of inflation, recession and tigh ployment.
"the defense share of the federal by Adm.
to understand too'
It has money, and grave uncertainty businesses have made large
budget feel from 66 per cent in superbly.
Ends Tue.
payroll cuts, on balance the inofficers and
1952 to 34.6 per cent for Fiscal enlisted';Wen. But the services among the so-called "average" dependents still show a smalinet
man
$35
the
cuse
"
He
fined
SPEEDING lEZCUBE
Main Street business owners.
Open 7 p.m.
The apYear 1971 .
aren'Ygetting the military
MARIETTA, -Ohio (UP!)- for going 10 m.p.h. in a 60 zone.
A Minneapolis food locker gain; only 25 percent changed
propriations bill passed by the harthvardlhey need. The
Senate proprietor summed it trp suc- employMeM . levels, and these
Clarence Sununers„ at
House is $2 billion less than„Appropriation.
TO SERVE AGAIN
net gain of .4 emCommittee cinctly. saying 1970 was, ',the average
burg. W.Va., told a municipal
requested by the President. Tne reduced Fiscal 11fine'- hi for naval
judge in this border city he had WASHINGTON (UPI)k.Secor
higher everything, except ployee, compared to a year
of
year
President's request, in turn,Was shipbuilding and -conversion by
profit." This was true for most .eariler. The Federation believes
a reason Ow speeding on Ohio D. Brftrne and •Whitriey‘Gillilabbut $10 billion less than. Viscid $400 million. Meanwhile
Carbide
Union
the but not all. Higher overhead, that many small firma cannot cut
th:
pa
t
i
l
jr
l
Route 7
laud will serve again Mrs year
Year 1970, and, in./terms of Soviet armed forces are getting a
•gher taxes, even higher volume back any further=after years of
Crop. factory
is-.chairmsfi and mice chairdollars, $Ti'billion less variety of ...new
economizing-without liquiding to pus the man, respectively, of the Civil today's
weapons, ine. in
"I was
than Fiscal Yeari.469."
eluding the new MIG-23 fighter- Most independents
dependents have king'
awful odor." he said. "Some- Aeronautucs Bard, President
Instead ofybellooning, defense an aircraft faster than any used
regarded inflation as their "No. 1 • If employment by independents
thing -in there just kind of Nixon has announced.
-P.-spending
-has contracted. The by American forces.
enemy-, since it stopped
200, Cam," 10.
could
have
creeping tumbles, it
chokes "Me up."'
Browne took -over-as chairdanger to the United States in- It is imperative that the U. S. and started galloping.
" devastating effects on unemEtlIOTT
GOULD
man
of
said
the.
Rawson
commission
on
Oct. cre'asec- however, as exJudge Robert 4.
ployment and the economy, the
_7 he s)mpaddsgd with Summers, S. 1969. and Gillilland has been penditures for.defense contract reverse the fiscal priorities and major businesses, they are less
develop badly needed new ,
able to make ends meet when Federation notes, since inP•.4Ai
tr, Of
whe suffers trosia.-danphyseula_
tUnt-mihtei y charges continue, weapons system,
tot- about 60,
everytning Keeps going up. So
But. the nidge said. "That's no 1969
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"A striking movie!
Eloquent and important!"

"A fascinating
Abrasively contemporary
"The Best Film gt the
New York Film Festival!"

20 Years Ago- Today
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KENTUCKY

Shaw Named Rookie
Of The Year In AFL

Tigers Massacre
Fulton Bulldogs

eason, was named the AFC's
top rookie in a balloting of 3$
portswriters, at least two from
each AFC city. The Bills'
quarterback won in a close race
By Gene McCutelleen
--with tight end Ray Cheeter of
The Calloway County rakers
the Oakland Raiders. Shaw
got off to a slow start and then
received 12 votes to nine for
• d to hold offcgubborn Fulton
second teapi
last
County Pilot
(In-the
C
io.
se(Ileecstterna
All-Pro
quarter last night in order to
Wide receiver Ronnie •Shanchalk up a 59-52 win.
klin of Pittsburgh, running-back
The Lakers and Pilots were
Bob Anderson of Denver and
both very cold in the first period
linebacker Bob 'Babich of San
and the score at the midway point
Diego each received two votes,
of the frame was Calloway 7,
rand running-back Norm Bulaich
Fulton 5. The Lakers picked, up 5
of Baltimore, defensive back
points on jump shots by Pete
Jake Scott of Miami, cornerRoney and Darrell Crawford and
back --Earlie Thomas of New
a free throw by Crawford to put
York, defensive end Tony Cline
them on top 12-5 at the end of the
of Oakland and cornerback
quarter.
Lerner Parrish of Cincinnati
Scoring was still slow in the
got one vote apiece.
second period but at one point the
NBA Standings
Shaw, a graduate of San
Lakers pulled in front by 9, 22-13. By United Press International
Diego State, was the last of the
lead
At halftime, Calloway's
Atlantic Division
1970- draftees to sign a pre
had been cut back to 5 points, 24W. L. Pct. GB contract and he missed most of
19.
New York
31 12 .721 ... the Bills' pre-season training
The Lakers maintained their Boston
24 18 571 6% camp. He did not become the
lead until late in the third period Philadelphia 25 19 .568 6%
team's No. 1 quarterback until
when Fulton County cut the Buffalo
11 32 .25620 the third game of the regular
advantage to 3 points, 3744.
Central Division
season, and the 6-foot-3, 198:The,two teems played almost
W. L. Pct. GB pound signal-caller was rather
even in the first part of the final Baltimore
...
.600
16
24
sarprised to learn that he had
.'od as the Lakers held on to Cincinnati
pert
18 21 .462 5% been selected as the AFC's top
Roney
put the Atk ta
their 3 point lead.
14 29 .32111% rookie.
•—
game on ice for the when he Cleveland
5 42 .10023% "I missed so mach of training
popped the net for three jump
Miewest Division
camp that I was more,set on
shots in a row and added a free
W. L. Pct. GB 4vinning a job with Buffalb than
throw to put the Lakers on top 51- Milwaukee
31 7 .816 ... anything else," he said. "It's
47 with 2:11 left to be played in Detroit
27 15 .643 6 really amazing that I've cope
the game.
25 16 .610 7% this far."
Chicago
win
High scorer for the night
Phoenix
25 19 .568 9
Shaw's amazing
self-con
Fulton County's Ronal Caldwell
Pacific Dtvision
fidence was his strong suit, Alan Weatherly got off this shot for two points before Fulton City),
with 28 points. Roney scored 21
W. L. Pct. GB however. From the moment he Fred Large (22) could reach him. Murray High won the game, for Calloway and teammates Los Angeles
22 18 .550 ... stepped into the huddle in his
941.
Crawford and Paul Rushing San Diego
23 21 .523 1 starting debut against the New
Staff Photo by David Hill
added 17 and 13 respectively.
San Francisco n 2/ .511 I% York Jets,-the Bills knew they4
The Lakers hit 26 field goals, 7 Seattle
19 24 .442 4% had a leader.
Pete Roney of the Calloway County Lakereweit high in the air free throws and committed 10
14 30 .318 10
Portland
spring meeting March 25 and
"He seemed so humble when
to get this shot elf over Fulton County's BewipAssallman (32) in personal fouls. The Pilots hit 21
Tuesday's Results
will operate through April 23.
he first came to us,"'-iialit .Haraffs--reack Dates
last night's game at Jeffrey Gymnasiums Isere. Mike Elbe (aft if field goals, 8 free throws and
FRANKFORT, Ky_ Baltimore 109 Seattle 101 --Lexington Trots will be open
- targe,Shw's—fvote
Calloway is getting into position for a possible rebeeneT.
were eharged with 16 personal Portland 124 Boston 120
!he Kentucky State Harness April 2.3 through June 14 but will
receiver Marlin Briscoe. "Then
won the contest 59-52.
fouls.
Racing Commission -has an- be closed on Mondays except for
Phila 97 San Fran 92
when he got in that huddle, he nounced
Staff Photo By Gene MeCutcheon
1971 ciates tr most of June 14.
The Lakers next game will be Detroit 98 Atlanta 90
was telling guys to shut up and the state's
tracks,' including
this Friday night when they host Chicago 116 San Diego 103
Latonia's season will be June
over completely."
Louisville Downs, Lexington
Ballard Memorial at Jeffrey Cincinnati 146 Los Angeles 112 taking
18 through Aug. 28.
showed us one thing Trots, Latonia Raceway and The
-He
The Red Mile at Lexington
Gymnasium here.
Wednesday's Games
immediately," added O. J. Red Mile.
will operate Sept. 28 through
Seattle at Boston
!Simpson. "He's a helluva
Louisville Downs will open its
SCORING
Oct. 9.
Portland at Cincinnati
I leader."
Calloway t59)—Roney 21, San Diego at Detroit
Sears 2, Crawford'17,_.Kline 6, San Francisco at Buffalo
Rushing 13.
New York at Cleveland
COLUMBIA, S. C. (Uin) — as punched in the Mouth by a
Fulton County (52)—Caldwell Chicago vs. Milwaukee
Norval] Neve, acting commis- uth Carolina player during 28, McFarland 9, Wright 4,
atMadiscei.
sioner of the Atlantic ('cast e melee.
Sheehan 8,'Hagler 1, Goodman. (Only games
Scheduled/
Conference, said Tuesday the Gamecock basketball Coach
basketball game between 2nd- rank McGuire said earlier in
ABA Standings
ranked South Carolina and the week the game should not
By United Press International
Maryland will be played as be played because of remarks
East
scheduled Saturday at College Attributed to Driesell after the
W. L. Pct. GB
Ibrawl.
Park Md.
30 12 714 ...
Virginia
Neve's decision, released by McGuire quoted Driesell as
25 16 610 4%
Kentucky
the University of South Caroli- warning that "if a fight doesn't
New York
16 22 421 12
na Information Office, over- start when we play again, then
By Herb Sparrow
16 24 400 13
Floridians
ruled a request by IJSC officials I'll start a riot."
16 25 390 13%
Carolina
McGuire had urged Neve to
that the game be cancelled.
United Press International
17 27 .38614
Pittsburgh
A fist-swinging brawl broke cancel the game "for the safety
Louisville Male continues to
West
out when the two ACC teams of our team and tans," and he roll along in first place in UPI's
W. L. Pct. GB
met at Columbia Dec. 16, and was backed by T. Eaton weekly ratings of Kentucky high
26 12 .684 ...
Terrapin Coach Left Driesell Marchant, chairman of the school basketball. The defending Utah
25 15 .625 2%
Indiana
. of
South Carolina Boardstate champs of Coach Jim Hater. Memphis
21 19 .525 6"
Trusteeflf 19 of 20 first-place votes Denver
15 24 385 11%
In a telephone conversation collected
199
for
coaches
of
board
the
from
.
Texas
15 26 366 12%
with USG Athletic Director
Tuesday's Results
Paul Dietzel Tuesday morning, points.
and Utah 114 Denver 99
County
Anderson
Neve said Maryland officials
No.
remained
Catholic
Covington
Texas 142 Pittsburgh 133
have promised every precaution
and No. 3 respectively, while Indiana 92 Memphis 88
will be taken at College Park 2
Pleasure Ridge Park moved up
Wednesday's Games
and that South Carolina must
two notches to the No. 4 position. Virginia at Kentucky
accept their "contractural recontinued
also
Green
Bowling
Florida vs. Carolina
sponsibility" to play the game.
comb, going from No. 7 to No.
atCharlotte
Neve said failure of South
Louisville Central moved Memphis at New York
Carolina to do so could result in 5. while
FRENCH -CUFFS and
NEW YORK ( UPI)—The bull other ACC teams cancelling from No. 8 to-No. 6..
Utah at Indiana
Carlisle County vaulted from (Only games scheduled)
and the hermit will clash on games with South Carolina
ONE GROUP
ifith-jolace to ninth spot by virtue
Feb. 12.
the possibility of a ban on all
The bull is Oscar "Ringo" post-season play by the of winning the. Paducah Tilghman Invitational Tourney.
Bonavena, a mucho tough commissioner.
hombre who gave Cassius Clay The fight Dec. 16 started Westport, '...1yankfort- and
some stiff resistance in their when a Maryland player hit a Lexington Tatei Creek moved
fight Dec. 7 before a left hook South Carolina player in a into the second ten for the first
..by Clay dropped him for the scramble for a rebound There time this year.
, first of three knockdowns and a were no serious injuries in the Here are this week's ratings
•,."'" technical knockout.
fight and no spectators were 1st place votes in parentheses):,,
The hermit is Floyd Patter- involved. The game was halted
199 CLEVELAN15 (UPI). —Clevevn, the recluse, ex-hea- with 4:52 remaining and South I. Louisville Male (19)
166 land Browns quarterback Bill
2. Anderson County
fyweight champion, who's been Carolina ahead, 96-70.
137 Nelsen will undergo a third
3. Covington Catholic(1)
called bexing's flower child for
117 operation on his fragile knees
4. Pleasure Ridge Park
his gentlàflsq, qualities in the
115 and club owner Art Modell said
5. Bowling Green
ring.
93 he considers it a good omen.
place in College Basketball Results 6. Louisville Central
The bout, to
63
Madison Square Garden, was By United Press International 7. Breathitt County
Dr. Donald H. O'Donoghue,
36
8 Oweetboro"
originally set for Jan. 22, but Okla. 115 Arkansas 100
35 an Oklahoma orthopedic sur9. Carlisle County
Bonavena's doctor advised the East Caro. 79 Richmond 63
28 geon, recommended the correc10. Louisville Manual
Argentinian to rest following Hofstra 90 Wstchstr St. 67
Marquette 78 Lyla (ehi) 63
tive surgery after examining
his gruelling fight With Clay.
Second ten: 11. Madisonville, Nelsen.
Bonavena, the 'heavyweight Minn. 92 Niagara 87
12. Franklin-Simpson, 13.
champion of South America, Villanova 94 N.Dak. St. 61
"If Dr. O'Donoghue had said
Louisville, St..Xavier, 14. Clark
sent a telegram of acceptance Lyla (N.E.) Ill Hawaii 104
Co., 15. MCDowell, 16. Maytown, nothing could be done then it
for the new date and is Sou. Ala. 74 Pepperdine 68
17. Westport, 18. Laurel Co., 19. would be a gloomy report,"
expected to arrive in the United Prvdnce 98 Rmode Is. 92
fort, 20. Lex. Tates Creek. Modell said. "But he gave no
States 10 days before the fight. Furman 84 Davidson 75
Others receiving two or more indication that Bill's career is
Patterson, the only man to Nrthwstrn 74 Australia 71'N...
Danville, finished by any means."
Hazard,
tea:
ever regain the heavyweight Trnty Tex. 95 VMI 70
Nelsen's knees have under.
sville, Lea. Lafayette,
crown, has not fought since Baylor 119 1 Ross 77
two operations already
93
Tech
r
gone
Am.
Pan
96.
Drakesboro.
halted
he
when
'Paris, and
Septembid,
and the 29-year-old quarterback
Charley "Devil" Green in the Ark St. 116 S.W. s. St. n
hobbled through the 1970 seasbn
10th round.:
NEW YORK.(UPI)— W i11is
with both cartileges missing.
Patterson, 36 years old
Reed,. tont captab*--:and center
Monday, has a scheduled fight EXPOS ACQUIRE HUNT
was
Knicks,
York
New
the
of
He had been in intense pain
with Levi Forte:- in • Miami MONTREAC (UPI) — The eitteased Monday from 'ReeseBeach Jan. 15 and is currently Montreal Expos acquired veter- vel Hospital ,which he had since being tackled Sept 27
game.
training _alhis .eamp in New an second baseman Ron. Hunt enter , New , Year's
Eve -Trig the Sail Francisco
mer athlete-patients of
Paltz. N.Y. •
from the San Francisco Giants complaiqg of a bdoM na/
Frank
Relit fighters have been Monday in exchange for minor pains. All telti proved negative O'Dorioghue's inClude
Frank
and
Warfield
Paul
Ryan,
- guaranteed $60.000 for The fight league hest baseman Dave nd_
-is e .,tedte rejoin
Parker.-ainstM per cent of the gate NI-cDonald
today.
cki
the
By FRED Mc.MANR
UPI Sports Writer
NEW YORK ( UPI) —Quarterback Dennis Shaw, whose
strong passing: arm and flekl
leadership made the Buffalo
Bills a potent offensive threat
for the first time in several
seasons, has been named
Rookie of the Year in the
American Football Conference
by the United Press Internetiorud. '
Shaw, who amassed 2,50/
yards through the air this paat

Basketball
Standings

he Small Business
I had exhausted its
ity by November
fiscal problems of
ess. Federation
,eting with the
the President's
nomic Advisers on
i, stressed that
more cooperation
the SBA lending
,vide needed funds
thy, established
iinistration should
to appropriate
SBA can resumre

lye hope for the
nail Business Tax
Iimplification Bill,
( Senators Alan
ada and Quentin
th Dakota, both on
Small Business
remains to be seen
.ew Congress will
11.
Federation data
conclusion that
overy for many
s a "do or die"
!fully, says the
le Administration
will listen.

South Carolina To Meet
Maryland- As Scheduled

By David

NECOM

'The Tigers led at the end of the
first period 20-14 and at the end of
the half they had stretched their
lead to 13, 50-27.
Porter McCuistion led the
scoring for the Tigers during the
third period with eight point& As
a team, the Tigers hit on 47 per
cent of their field goal attempts.
Two out of four gave them 50 per
cent from the free throw line. Murray had increased their
lead to 28 points at the end of the
third period, leading 70-42.
Steve Hale picked up six of his
19 points during the final period.
Several of the B-team players
saw action during the last
quarter with Dean Willis, Tyrone
McCuistion and Jimmy Bramley
each getting four points.
Friday night, the Tigers travel
to Hickman County for their sixth
game of the season.
SCORING
Mit-nay-High (941—Hale 19, P.
-McCuistion, 18, Alexander, 14.
Williams, 11, Weatherly, 10,
Lasater, 4, Jones, 4, Bramley, 4,
Willis, 4, T. McCuistion, 4,
Luther, 2.
Fulton City (61)—Large, 18,
Sniith, 18, Campbell, 14, Moore, 5,
Whitnel, Borsenberger,..2..

Louisville Male
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The Murray High Tigers rolled
over the Fulton City Bulldogs last
night 94-61.
The win marked Murray's
third in regular season play and
pushes the Tigers' record to 3
wins and 2 losses.
The Tigers took the lead early
and had little trouble keeping it
for the remainder of the game.
During the first period of play
Murray pulled down a total of
nineteen rebounds. The Bulldogs
got ten off the boards. Of the eight
turnovers during the first period,
Murray High had seven mistakes
to Fulton's one.

CORN-AUSTIN S BIG ANNUAL

THEATRES
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Mrs. Hugh Adams Miss Cynthia Jane Nelson Is Married
Larry David Nichols In Ceremony
Honored At Shower ToBrass
candelabra holding sboro, former student at Murray
white tapers in circular tiers State, served as bestman, with
At The Fuqua Home lighted the sanctuary of the Hulon Giles of Hopkinsville,

Wednesday, January 6
The Cherry Corner Baptist
Church Baptist Women will meet
at the church at seven p.m
:

Mr. and Mrs. Kenwood
Robinson of Puryear, Tenn.,
Route One announce the approaching marriage of their
daughter, Nelda Jean, to Jerry
Dale Underwood, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Hobert Underwood of Hazel
Route One.
The bride-to-be is a graduate of
Puryear High School and attended the University of Tennessee at Martin. She is now a
secretary at Taylor Motors, Inc.,
Murray.
The groom-elect is also a
graduate of Puryear High School
and is now a junior majoring in
agriculture at Murray State
University.
A February wedding is planned.

On New Year's day the Cold- Eaton Memorial Baptist Church roommate of the groom, as
Homemakers
Club in Owensboro for the afternoon groomsman.
water
sponsored a shower at the home wedding of Miss Cynthia Jane Seating the guests were Roger
of Mrs. Noble Fuqua for one of its Nelson and Larry David Nichols Nelson, brother of the bride, Greg
•
The hixon Mothers Club will
Gibson, Jimmy Johnson,and Ray
members, Mrs. Hugh Adams, on Sunday, Wernber 20.
meet at the Faxon School-tit I:20
"The double ring ceremony was Gillespie, all of Owensboro.
whose home was destroyed by ,
performed, by Rev. Lloyd Car- Serving at the reception were
fire during the holidays.
director_ of the Baptist Miss Kathy Lockhart and Miss
nell,
the
present
were
Members
The Flint Baptist Church
Union, Murray State Beverly Paschall, both of
Student
Mrs.
Adams,
honoree,
Mrs.
Baptist Apmen will meet at the
Fuqua, Mrs. Newel Doores, Mrs. University, acsiited by Rev. W. Murray. The guest register was
church at seven p.m.
attended by Miss Paula Nichols,
Van Burnett, Mrs. Hill Adams, R. Name of Owensboro.
Poinsettias amid clusters of sister of the groom.
Mrs. Earl Adams.
and
Thursday, January 7
Visitors present were Mrs. Hal magnolias and Christmas greens Mr. and Mrs. Nichols are
The Town • and Country
Adams and daughter, Mrs. completed the altar decoralions. making their home at 502 Vine
Homemakers Club will meet at
Herman Darnell, and Mrs. i(fagnouia leaves and white satin Street, Murray, where Mr.
the home of Mrs. Charles Hinds,
streamers marked the pews for Nichols serves-i,as associate
Dwight West.
809 South 18th Street, at 7:30 p.m.
.
Persons, sending gifts were the family and guests.
pastor of the Memorial Baptist
provided
music
was
Organ
Smith,
Clara
Mesdames
Clay
urch. Both are students at
The Garden Department of the
Cunningham, Noble Cox, Billy Richard Jones of Owensboro, a
Murray State University.
Murray Woman's Club will meet
Bazzell, Homer Bazzell, Eddie the soloist was Steve Son of the
at the club house at 1:30 p.m.
Freland Youngblood, Henderson. Both are students at
Billington,
Hostesses will be Mesdames W. ITALY'S FIRST DIVORCE under the new law legalizing it
-Bertha C,00res, Brooks Doores, Murray State.
B. Graves, James Hamilton, severs the marriage of Alfredo Cappi, 22 and wife
Thomas Viet, Edgar Smith, The bride, given in marriage
Robert Hendon, B. J. Hoffman; Georgia Luisa, 25, shown with their son Massimo, 7.
Robert Simms, Alcie Adams, by her father, is the daughter of
to
Cappi
had
years.
Grounds: They had lived apart five
and L. J. Hortin.
Codie Darnell, Carl Hopkins, Carl Mr. and Mrs. Orval D. Nelson of
post 88,000 to guarantee Massimo's care.
Christenberry, Jerry Bazzell, Owensboro. Parents of the groom
The executive board of the
The Women of the Moose will
Hicks(Janis Southard), Murray;
Adams, Udel Smith, are Mr. and Mrs. David Nichols,
Dwayne
Murray Assembly No. 19 Oder
Almo School Parent-Teacher
have an enrollment of new
and Mr. and Mrs. Michael Sykes, of the Rainbow for Girls held a
Ralph Bennett, Alva Stokes, and also of Owensboro.
Association met at the school on
members at the lodge hall at 7:30
Murray.
Relda Watson, Miss Treva Pea, The new Mrs. Nichols wore a
call meeting for an initiation on
Monday,
January 4, at one-thirty
p.m. All members are urged to
satin
traditional gown of white
Two faculty couples were Tuesday, December 29, at seven
and Jack Smith.
o'clock in the afternoon.
attend and are asked to wear
present for the reunion, Mr. and o'clock in the evening at the
A short business session was featuring a fitted bodice with a
pastel formals if possible.
Mrs. Bill Taylor, and Mr. and Masonic Hall.
held by the club president. The lace chapel train. She carried a Plans were discussed for A.
. Wilson Gantt. The class
main lesson will be given in white Bible presented to her by country musical to be held at the
Miss Denise Kalberez, worthy
Friday, January 8
The- 1964 graduating class of plAn.s another reunion in 1974.
February
at the home of Mrs. the Baptist Young Women of the school. A short devotion and
advisor, presided—
The
North
Murray Murray College High School( now
Newel Doores.4Lso a lesson on Baptist Student Union, Murray. prayer were given.
Those initiated were Mary Kay
Homemakers Club will meet at University School) held its first
Serving as maid of honor was
crewel embroidery will be given
Oakley,. Sherry Vaughn, Gail '10.DeRWWiMkte- Mary
the home of Mrs. Greene Wilson, reunion on Saturday, December
Rebecca Tarry of Murray, Refreshments were served by
Miss
persons
are
president
and
by
the
Anne
UniverDciry.,Logola
Vaughn,Sherry Nolin, and Leslie
Lynn Grove Road, at 1:30 p.m. 26, 1970, at the Holiday Inn in
bridesmaid was Miss Ann Mrs. Paul Hopkins and Mrs.
and
as
colored
bits
of
sity
bring
coed,
-;
asked
to
makes
a likely
Klien.
Stivers
of Hopkinsville, room- Harold Swift.
Murray.
threads, needle,and thimble.
Big sisters appointed were vote-getting picture as she
Those present were Principal
The Murray-Calloway County
The invocation was delivered
,The club voted to apply what mate of the bride.
Lt. Col. (retured) and t•trs. Janet Newberry for Miss Oakely, files'for alderman in Chicago's 49th ward on her
Senior Citizens Club will meet at bY Ed Frank Jeffrey. David Hull, Dale Parker of Las Cruces;New
Tamara Bidwell of Tom Rushing, Mesdames Paul
Miss
for
spent
was
being
money
Betsy Riley for Miss Nolin,
Hopkins, Joe Walker, Harold
21st -birthday.
12 noon at the social hall of the a former class president, was Mexico, and his parents, Mr. and
refreshments to the less for- Owensboro, niece of the-bride,
Patricia Evans for Miss Klien,
Larry Woodall, Kenneth
swift,
First United Methodist Church. A master of ceremonies. The Mrs. R. R. Parker of Murray
tunate this coming year and to was the junior attendant. Little
Joyce • Winchester for Gail
potluck luncheon will be served. reunion was dedicated to the Route Three, have returned from
Miss Allison Johnson of Owen- Starks, M D. McGinnis, Donald
at
children
for
the
make
toys
Vaughn, and Paula Cook for
Dowdy, Buel Hargis, and Harold
memory of two classmates, Bloomfield Hills, Mich., after Sherry Vaughn.
Outwood Hospital and gEhool at sboro was the flower girl.
Turner.
"Truth", a folk singing grou p Tommy Lassiter and Benny
OwenHazelwood of
spending the holidaysin the home
Members present were Bar- Airman First Class William B. Dawson Springs for next• David
from the Ninth and 0 Baptist McNutt.
of their sister and daughter, Mrs. bara Sledd, Patricia Roberts, Heise of the U. S. Air Force is Christmas. One member had 1 IIIIII
11=
MI110. NMI-1.11 MIN IMB MN MO I=
.Church, Louisville, will present a
Those in attendance were: Mr. R. C. Snell, Jr., and family. Lt. Chris Lee Birdsong, Vickie spending his' two weeks' leave made eighteen for the chikirerr
concert
of
contemporary and Mrs. Charles Ftehwald (Jean Col.
(rat.) and Mrs_ Parker left La I beree-;-- Janet •-Netrberry, with., his parents, Mr_ and Mrs-from scraps of upholstery
Christian folk music at the Carol Buckner), Vincennes,
Saturday for their home in Lat Debbie Nance, Donna Nance Paul Heise. He is stationed at material donated -from Newsome
Baptist Student Center at seven Indiana-;-idr-.--and-Mrs:-Edward
odiestead-A1T-FWce
-Bfia;-Uphdistery Shop of Farmington,
Cruceir,'N.M.
Denise Kalberer, Patti
p.m. Public is invited and there is A. Thomas (nit*- Burton),
Florida.
Members- said a few minutes
Nita
Atkins,
Terese
Carraway,
no charge,
Murray; Roland Case, Pikeville; Mrs. Charles Stephenson of Debbie Moore, ,Betsy
Spent each week will help make
"
Mr. and Mrs. Roy Gene Dunn Murray has been dismissed from Cheryl Milam, Milam, Paula
Mrand-Mrs.-Earl Nanny-were- Chrikmas much brighter for the
pecilia Cavitt), Murray; Miss the Western -Baptist Hospital, Cook,.Joyce Winchester, Patricia the recent guests of their son and children in 1971.
Saturday, January 9
.' Charles
The Captain Wendell Oury Jetta Culpepper, Murray; Mr. Paducah:
Evans, Janie Lamb, Becky family, Mr. and MO.
chapter of the DAR will meet at and Mrs. Dale Spann (Helen
Edwards, Marilyn Thomas, Walston and-children,'Cathy and
PERSONALS •
We have thatOecial Shinier Gift!
the home of Mrs. Doris Nance; ,Crutcher ), Murray; Mr.and Mrs. Miss Mayne Whitnell and Mrs. Phyllis Coleman, Barbie Keel, Charla, of St. Louis, Mo. Mr. M. and Mrs. Bill Collie of •
1715 Farmer Avenue. at two p.m. ,Stephen TEicarico (Patsy Hen- CN-istine Rhodes have returned Risa Lowe, Linda George, Less Walston returned home with Lexington were the recent guests I
FREE GIFT WRAPPING
Mrs. Lucille S. Ginger of Hen- , don, Jonesboro, Arkansas.
home after spending the holidays 'Robertson, Marilyn Lasater, and them for three days. of his parents, Mr. andMrs. T. C. 1
Mr.
and
Also
attending
were
manager,
district
with
derson, acting
their niece and daughter, the five new members.
Collie.
Mrs.David Hull, Lexington; Rev. Mrs. Sara Hinman and sons of
will be a spacial guest.
Adults present were Mrs., Mr. and Mrs.,-Donnie Darnell
and Mrs. Ed Frank Jeffrey, Columbus, Miss. They were Frances
Churchill, mother ad.i and children, Kenny, Donna, and
504 Main Street
Dallas, Texas; Miss Kristie Aped there by another niece and visor, Mrs.
I
Sunday, January 19
'Pwilarcoternan, Mrs. Danny, of Bowling Green were
An International dinner to raise Kemper, Knoxville, Tennessee; daughter,
Mrs.
Charles Lillian Robertson, Mrs. Fay the recent guests /of Mrs. DarMurray, Ky.
1
J
ftmds for scholarships will be Mr. and Mrs. Roger Mayer, Hamilton, Mr. Hamilton, and two Lamb, Henry Sledd, Zane nell's parents, Mr, . and Mrs.
imumassensweissiommimmowamismemesimmima
Sherrill
mil
Harding flalloway.
held by the International Student Murray; Mr.,and Mrs.
children of Winter Park, Fla.
Coleman. and Dee Lamb.
Association, Murray State, *t the
Woman's Clubhouse, at six p.m.
Tickets are two dollars each and
the public is invited.

Initiation Held At
Rainbow For Girls
Called Meeting

College Hi Class
Of 1964 Reunion
Is Held At Inn

1
et the-YOUTH SHOP I
JOAN ADAMS,
1—announces.;.
1.11ERYTHINGF4ICTHE-STORE ,

REDUCED-1/4 to 1/2 OFF'

I Youth Shop

-,TGOTHPASTE

The Phi Mu Alpha ,Musicarle
• will be held at the Recital Hall,
Murray State University,at three
p.m. The public is invited and
'-there is not charge.
Friday, January t.S.'"
The BFA Art Show of Arlo
Sprunger at the Eskibition Hall,
Price Doyle Fine Arts Bulling,
will close after being held since
January 4 No charge.
nior Art Show of Emily
Rh, Princeton, at the Kappa
P1 Room, Fine Arts Building, wit
.close after being heki since
-/ January 4. No charg

The Patterson family reunion
',was.held at thelfitirraT WOMait"9
House
on Sunday,
Club
- December 27. A potluck dinner
was served.
Those attending ' were Mrs.
Novie Patterson, Murray; Ralph
Patterson and'Ann Patterson of
• Glasgow: Mr. and Mrs. Price
Lassiter, Murray: Mr. and Mrs.
• H. B.'Henry, Louisville; Mr. and
Mn. T.. W. Henry and children,
_ Bill, Keith, Jan, and Warren, of
Sidney, Australia; Mr. and Mrs.
Hardy Henry and children,
. Kathy, Mut, and Harriet, New
Albany, Miss.'; Mr. and Mrs.
-"Woodrow.Kendrick,Mr.and M-r.
Bill Kendrick• and children, Tom,
Bob, Jim, and. Anette,
Charleston, Ind..
Others attending were Warren
,Patterson, Mr. and:Mrs. James
, p. Wilton, Mr. and MA. Pat.
Wilson, all of New Coford;
and •,Mrs. 'Gwen'-Barrels,
Ligunky dle ;•-•Bettyi..Surresit
BesIfiA, Ind.; Mt.and Mrs.
Leonhardt,
Md,; Mrs.
Sue Gill and . Jeannie Gill,
Louisville; Mr;and Mrs,Vuy S.
con. New Concord; Mr. and
,Stanley. Witson and
.laughter. Stephanie, Murray;
7 Mr. and Mrs. James Q. Wilson,
• Paducah: M. and Mrs Eunice
Herity.' Stanley Henry, and Mrs.
•
-ail of Murray:
3ri.`.1. P. Wilson'. Unidh
"
Tenn.
.
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The New York address is 219 E 42nd St. The zip code is
S S. S.
10017 They do wonderful work!
What's your problem'? You'll feel better if you get It ofi
your elms*. Write to ABBY. Box P706, Los Angeles. Cal.
PM. Fee a perseaal reply enclose stamped, addressed
envelope.

Paducah To Get
New Post Office

Governor Louie B. Nunn will
join Kentucky • Chamber of
Cmignerve PDIsiderlt, John T.
Acre*, Jr. f'preenUng the
coveted "All-Kentucky City"
awards_at s_ ituicheon at The
Phoenix Hotel in Lexington on
Tuesday, January 12.

pest control industry as well ea
members of the Department of
Entomology. In view of the vase
array of insects pest control
operators encounter during the
course of each year, the short
A Large crowd. is expected at
course should provide them with
a great deal of useful in- the annual event sponsored by
the Kentucky Chamber's "Allformation.
DEAR ABBY: In all that I have read concerning the
subject of "mercy killing" I have yet to find what seems ta
me to be the most obvious answer.
Are not all those who are lying sick and helpless in their
old age -stoning for their past sins, and thus meriting heaven
when they die? And by the same token, are not those caring
for the sick ones [especially their relatives] securing for
themselves a place in heaven?
of their
And regarding putting suffering animals
misery, how can one compare humans to renimals" An
animal has no soul, and for an animal, death is, final.
However, humans do have souls, and the way we meet and
bear up under life's trials and difficulties [especially incurable illnesses] will decide our fate in the hereafter. People
today try to deny the fact of heaven and hell, and thus we've
SANTA.ANA
strayed so far from the basic truths.
DEAR SANTA: You have a right to your sgiaisa. hat I
couldn't disagree with you more Come "Jud(ement Day." I
::11iellieve we will be judged not on bow we suffered and Med.
-Iedint hew we have treated our fellow mem and lived.
DEAR ABBY: May I comment on a letter written by the
parents of a 19-year-old boy who wants to marry a girl who
has had spinal surgery and is now an "invalid?"
Just who is the "invalid" in this"case? Since when does a
physical disability devaluate or eliminate all other mental
and emotional capabilities?
Those parents, perhaps out of lack of understanding, are
snobs. Their son shows more promise as a considerate
human being than they do.
My seventh child was born three months after I was
paralyzed from the waist down. [I suffered-it spinal cord
injury.) The rest of my life will be spent in a wheeicheir. I
have no bladder or bowel control and I am never without
pain. My physical sex life is dead. My age is
I am one of the luckier ones. Quadraplegied have a
greater hell to live with. What is most difficult for me to
endure is not my physical disabilities, but those who insist on
judging me not on what I have—but on what I have left. Give
me reevaluation—not pity.
I bead my own household, have taken a foster son, drive
my own car, do my own cleaning, cooking and shopping, and
am going to college fun-time. I go regularly to the V. A.
hospital to visit the spinal cord ward; which is an oasis of the
true *bailing of life's real value in this sea of human
--I" •
disabled men—not invalids.
There is a myopia in today's society Too many people
judge others by their physical appearances and capabilities.
Please print this letter, Abby. Ifs long overdue for those
parents and many like them.
PEGGY BENDRICX, RICHMOND, VA.

Ky.—The
LEXINGTON,
Department of Entomology at the
University of Kentucky College of
Agriculture will hold a Pest
Control Operators' Short Course
January 8 and 9. This is the first
program of this type offered by
theUniversity, and it will be
available to interested persons on
an annual basis.
The course has been designed
for service personnel and
supervisors and should also 'Se
helpful to pest control service
owners and managers. The
course will aid in the understanding of the habits and life
histories of the pests and provide
broader concepts of control
measures and methods of applications.
Program participants will
include representatives of the

to Paul Mc- State Chamber's Total ComKentucky City" Project Com- 1970, according
President of South munith Development Council,
Vice
Candless,
mittee. Twenty-three Keotucky
chairman of the program sponsors. The slide';
communities are entered in the Central Ben and
presentation will be narrated by
final judging, according to'
Lexington TV personalities Ray
George Ensminger,of Texas Gas
Holbrook, WICYT-TV and Peter' Transmission Corporation,
Stoner, WLEX-TV.
Owensboro, who is chairman of
The noon meeting will be held
the
community
statewide
in the hotel's Convention Hall.
development program.
CINCINNATI, Ohio (UPI)--*
A total of seventy-six cities The
regional office of the Peet
filed final reports in the 18th
Office Department here has
for
"Opportunity
annual
announced it is seeking bids to
program, afid
Progress"
build and lease a new main post
delegates from several of these
office at Paehreh KYto
to
plans
come
have indicated
this year's Awards Luncheon.
The new office will be located
Each "All-Kentucky City" at 320
South Fourth Street and
award will be pFeceded by a slide
will contain46,000 sqUare feet of
presentation highlighting
city's development efforts in sPace'

Check and compare

[gal

price,quality,trim & selection with any super market...

A8p

L. Per
Mofield
young si
the instr
bachelor
State Ur
of Divin
in Atla
completi
degree
State.
Full-ti
register
their reg
students
regular
cording
A three
for the sr
Feb. 1,

ARM OR ENGLISH CUT

SUPER- r T

The state Crime Commission
has been awarded $419,000 by the
U. S. Department of Justice to
cintinue and expand its law enforcement planning, Governor
Nunn recently announced.
Kentucky's request for $2.9
million in federal action fulxis in
1970 was approved by the Law'
Enforcement Assistance Ad.'
ministration. A similar request
for 93.3 million for 1971 will be
submitted by the commission
next month.
The total of $1,005,399 in
discretionary funds brought into
the commonwealth in 1970 placed
Kentucky as one of only nine
states to qualify for over a million
dollars.

GRAIN fED. BEEF

Chuck Roast
Chuck Roast
BONELESS

LB

LB

'Corned Beef
FRESH

314 LBS
ROASTING,

Chickens

68..,
99t
9c

SUPER RIGHT

BLADE BEH
CHUCK STEAK
CUT

Oft

-3

WIRE—

Ground Beef
Allgood Bacon
SLICED,

11.8

PKG

Virginia

country Ham

Che

69t
59t
99t

3 LB. PKG OR MORE

Franks

LB

A ne
annual
But fc
getting t
matter.'
doctors,
Adminis
we are o
crisis"
Every
statist/
which th
pepulatio
Many po
bad off.
A rece
and tow!
that 1,00
stall; am
only one
2e3,000
patients
than 200
figures
every 1,1
More
have co
care is a
And the.
met. Re
health
who nee
public ir
Haven
annual
importa:
can hel
ment
tubercul
fectionsstarted
isoniazic
tubercu
blossom.
To ge
checkup
out mom
diseases
your tub
disease
is your

1202. PKG

PORK LOIN SLICED

TOKYO CUPI)—The Public
Security Investigation Agency
estimated Communist party
membership in Japan at 2210,000
DEAR ABBY: The letter's about breast surgery in your Monday but said the party is
column recently prompts this letter. The are about 67,000 expected to grow only slightly
mastectomy patients every year. An organization called in 1971. "The emphasis will be
Reach to Recovery which has branches thruout the world and on qualitative improvement
of
works in association with the American Cancer Society rather than expansion
assists women who have undergone breast surgery by provid- membership," the agency said
ing helpful free advice thru personal volunteer service and in its annual report on radical
!croups.
literature

Pork Chops

DETERGENT

AU CANNED VEGETABLE SALE!
W.K. GOLDEN CORN 07 oz I W.K. GOLDEN VAC-PAO CORN 120?;
C. S. GOLDEN CORN 117u2 C.S. WHITE CORN 117 oz.)COT GREEN
BEANS 116 02.1 FRENCH STYLE GREEN BEANS(16 oz.) MIXED SIZES
PEAS (171 51UERKRAUT 160?
SPINACH oz TOMATO
SA LICE(15 oz APPLESA UCE(16 oz

32 OZ.
BTL.

V.
4
oip
‘-c4

YOUR
CHOICE!

SYRUP

Log Cabin-

240Z
BTL

SURGE

JANE PARKER
A&P WHOLE-OR SLICED6 16 $1 00

Potatoes
It may he MO MOSI 11111111118NII

, ()
C;,Ns

WASH
Peter I
was rt
what dc
f ul su
defectiv
Aides
remain
for obi
returnin
period.

LARGE SIZE

VINE -RIPENED

TOMATOES

..GREERFREEsToNe
Peaches

BREAD
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FLORIDA JUICE

FREEZE DRIED COFFEE

.i

IFNMIN
NII 1111,
A ,1/

A

TASTERS
CHOICE
COFFEE

TASTE R'S
CHOICE

Sill, This 1:061,0.,

THIS COUPON GOOD FOR
1 MICE OF 139001:3ET FLATWARE
•

AT THE 29i RETAIL
YOUR CNOICE.OF :TEASPOON •

hru SAI Lari 04
l ALI' I •,• I
64.1,1
e Nioth.tel Iourtrn
en.
Keil
LIfeof 1 t ufr.n Per Person
Good

DINNER KNIFE
DINNER.
FORK OR SALAD FORK

--f---rowtotZTT-vcetra err
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IT'S A GOOD BET...

Crime Commission Gets
Federal Planning Grant
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WHtIF THE SUPPLY LASTS,

_Outages
ROME

Apples
FRESH

Kale
RED

Grapes

L

5458,4
40648
1140. 29c
8 29c
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''s Total Com- •
pment C.auncil, ors. The slidir)
I be narrated by"
ersonalities Ray .
T-TV and Peter
:V•
iing will be held
invention Hall.

filer
Service

Ill,.

Murray State University will
offer the basic public speaking
course for the first time as an
evening class during the spring
semester.
Dr. Ray Mofield, chairman of
the communications department,
d the course entitled Speech
Basic Speech, will meet on
ys from 8 to 9 p.m. in
Ripom 305 of Wilson-,,Hall beginning February 8. The claws will
carry the regular three semester
hours of credit.
We have never tried the
beginning speech course at
night," Mofield noted, "but we
believe there may In—many
students on campus anI business
people from the area who would
like to come in and take the
course on a one night a week

'IF YOU MATCH OUR QUALITY ... YOU CAN'T BEAT OUR PRICE!'

:tx

L. Perry Wilbur, described by
Mofield as "one of our finest
young speech teachers," will be
the instructor. Wilbur earned the
bachelor's degree at Memphis
State University and the Master
of Divinity at Emory University
in Atlanta. He is currently
completing the Master of Science
degree in speech at Murray
State.
Full-time '• students
may
register for the course as part of
their regular load, and part-time
students may be enrolled at the
regular 'university fees, according to Mofield.
A three-day registration period
for the spring semester will begin
Feb 1,

RED CROSS
7-oz. box

MACARONI &
CHASE & SANBORN

COFFEE
DEL MONTE
17-oz. can

4 ,,,s 1 00

1.59

DEL MONTE

Pineale-Orange

DRINK

"
PineaPPI
r•aPeffuli

46-oz. can

3/89

CHEF'S DELIGHT

2-lb box

DUNCAN HINES

(EXCLUDING Angel food)

Mit or
' Match

Cold Power
Giant Size

CAKE MIX

69

3/s1.00

YELLOW SOLID

iTTIOLB.

.../

RIPE

NAS

for $ 1 00
MIX or MATCH
DESSERT MIX

DRINKS

1-2-3 JELL-O

4 -3/8-oz. box

4/$1.00

/ PURE VEGETABLE

eRISCO OIL
Large 48-oz.

99t

TEXAS RUBY RED

GRAPEFRUIT
CORN
SWEET
FLORIDA JUICY
ORANGES
FANCY FRESH
FRESH YELLOW

Lean ALL BEEF

BEEF
PATTIES
lb.

69;

PET -RITZ

-Pie Shells
FROSTY ACRES

lean, Meaty BeetBrisket

BOILING or
SHORT RIBS
STEW BEEF

Green Peas
Meat Dinners
FROSTY ACRES

GARDEN DELIGHT

THE

WIG
WAREHOUSE
Now Has

2(4
.29

REALITI
WIGS

Mixed Vegetables*

LIMA BEANS

SURGERY SUCCESSFUL
WASHINGTON ( UPI1 —Sen.
Peter H Dominick, R-Colo.,
was recovering today from
what doctors said was successful surgery to remove a
defective disk from his back.
Aides said Dominick would
remain at Washington Hospital
for about two weeks before
returning home for a recovery
period.

16-oz. can
VEG-ALL

16-oz. can
BUSH,GREEN & WHITE

Now Is Time
For Annual
Checkups
A new year. Time for your
annual medical checkup. Now.
But for too many American,
getting that checkup is no simple
matter. There are just not enough
doctors, for one thing. The Nixon
Administration has warned that
we are on th verge of a "massive
crisis" in health care.
Every major city has its
statisiks about the ghetto in
which the ratio is one doctor to a
population of 20,000 or 30,000.
Many poor rural areas are just as
bad off.
A recent survey of 1,500 cities
and towns in is Midwest showed
that 1,000 of them had no doctor
at all; and 200 of these places had
only one doctor. There are only
203,000 physicians treating
patients; and there are more
than 200 million Americans. That
figures out to one doctor for
every 1,000 people. Theoretically.
More and more Americans
have come to insist that health
care is a right due every citizen.
And they demand that right be
met. Revamping the delivery of
health care—so that everyone
who needs it gets it—is a burning
public issue.
Having a doctor and getting an
annual medical checkup is an
important part of that right. It
can help prevent the development of disease—such as
tuberculosis and other lung in-'
fections—before they really get
started. Taking pills called
isoniazid, for example, can stop
tuberculous infections from
blossoming into active disease.
To get an annual medical
checkup, see your doctor. To find
out more about infections and
diseases of the lungs, check with
your tuberculosis and respiratory
disease association. Health care
is your right.

CREAM CORN

Located in Downtown
Shopping Center
-

"Predr...4.040
,
1049`
41s
-

^
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'

4

Ivory Soap

3.75-oz. bars

FOR A WHITER WASH'

* FROZEN FOODS _
'Sttl

1

111 1 ricIir

DINNERS

‘41 t'Iti i m

Clorox Bleach
37' Dog Food

Gal.

TWIN PET

II-.L pkg.

KROGER FROZEN

gi-ox.ft9t

Orange Juice

callSV

1542-o2. can

SINGUIS

Scotassue
FANT FORMULA

MAIM-RICH

Similac Liquid
cvr a.
Green Beans 4.'1 , Macaroni Dinner
Tomato Soup
CRINKLE-CUTS
3:21

Awake

13-oz. can

KRAFT

FRENCH sTyLE

KROGER

Baby se Feedbeok Lima Beans, Broccoli or Can/Rower

7t;g
n

CAMPBELL'S

10E2-oz. can

Avondale Frozen

85c

FOLGER'S or
MAXWELL HOUSE

1 4 lb. StIcks 2
KROGER SLICED

Lbs.

35c

IL

JOHNSON

14-02

Ea.

l5.os, can

Ea.

15-oz. can

lij" RITE

Towels
Coffee

Roll

Swansoft

SHORTENING

MAXWELL:-MUSE

taw jar

Instant

Catsup D"-Yak'f5F ----**.-"es 23'
39t
Cake Mixes

68;

3-1b. Can

BETTY CROCKER
18-oz. pkg.

79;

Pint

American, Pimento or Swiss,

Cheese Food g-- 45'
Margarine
3 tb,s1
Pkg

BLUE BONNE:

if.ROGEJLCIIKDDAR or COLBY LONCHORN

Cheese

Qt 79'
KRAFT
57'
MIRACLE
19'
WHIP
59'
24'
Qt 48c
11'
19
nt Salad Dressing'7 44$ Xen-Lt-Ration 15 1/2 oz. Can 16'
Chili with Beans 4' $1
SNOWDRIFT
Ivory Liquid
Glo Coat
Ajax Cleanser
Pine Sol
Cat Food Switch

53'
7'
14'

lib. Vac-Pak

MARGARINE
Clover Valley

iii
29
' Plus the Extra Savings of

COFFEE

* DAIRY DEPT. *

rift

Fruit Cocktail
Green Beans
Pork & Beans
Tomato Sauce
DEL, MONTE C('T

I-lb can

SHOWBOAT

59'

...—pkg

KROGER

1)1. I N1ONTti-lb car)

I5-oz can

HUNT

ICE MILK
Kroger

GaI

43

ef-

8-oz. can

HEINZ-STRAINED

Baby Food
Coffee

4,2-oz. jar

WHOLE BEAN

* BAKERY DEPT. *

BREAD
lib

Mel U Soft

4-oz. Loaf

19c

Rol•ls:R=41,47cc:n
Dinner
GE
Angel Food Cake 24.$1
Club Rolls fzIiir 37.t„.$1
Country Oven

Fig Bars
2 lb box

AQ

r

S potI ig h t

1.411:+big

Pkg.

?ft
24'
9t
10'
8'
73'

7-oz. pkg.

Pkg.

REGULAR

pkg

MAZOLA

1-pint 6-os.

LA
ALL FVORS

NOR
THERN

can

lk
KEILCIGe

4.111411.1.11MNIM=111M,

i

'7 Dr. Pepper,
,
i 7-Up or Pepsi

il

Tissues 200-c`
33'
SUGAR
Cheerios
32'
Quaker Oats-18,oz 39'
10 lb. Bag
96c Corn Qi1
65'
1
et 29'
Wa/gnees
Drink
GREAT
19'
Bea ns
AQC
Gefruit
Juice
Iced Tea Bags =A. ,59'
21'
Corn Flakes
ANTISEPTIC
Chocolate
he,iat
LISTERINE
Je11-0 Gelatins 437'
P nt 4 oz
49'
Dream Whip
1.59 Size
Jelly Welch
47'
89c

Pint Bottle.

li

. 8 69c,

Es.
"

IANT

i

TIDE
Pkk;

Al Really

LOW
PRICES

69c

WEEKLY COUPON FEATURE

zUIL

$179

HEI ENE CURTIS

VK-S—iie'

(DATE),THROUGH ADA-TE)

This coupon Vvorth 300

1 QT. COVERED
CASSEROLE

$1.29 PRICE
$ .30 Z'uPPY.

1-11). 2-07e9,
. jar U

Peanut Butter
34'
Karo Syrup
Sweet Pickles
59'
Frenth Dressin
'14-0;Akettie-7-19'
K
24'
Vinegar

VALUABLE COUPON

SU A V F

BLUE LABEL

l
e MEEICAN

S-oz.

etchup 4(EINZ

30' NO

Ban Spray 4-4
57`
Jergeres Lotion":0789'
• Foamy Shave Cream 49'
Cold Medicine
Spray Net
49'
81.00 Size

a'ir

GLASBAKE OVENWARE

1.

•Ori

"NZ

• •

Pint

HAIR SPRAY
13 oz. can

99 Size

49;
A41.

l'AGF N

AGE. NINE

NI
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Top Value Stamps

RAL SHOPPING CENTER
MURRAY, KY.

Of

*7'11

U.S CHOICE TENDERAY

U.S. Choice
Tenderay

79'
57'
19'
59'
11'

BOSTON
ROLL

FRYING
CHICKEN

89

CHUCK

RIB
STEAK
Family Pak

Family Pak

8 1
9

COUNTRY STYLE

Chuck Steak u.
59'
Shoulder' Swiss-Steak !IN-K.C. Steaks Tender-ay
Whole Rib Eye
Cube Steak c. sFac,::,:eFTakenderaY
79'
Coined Beef
S. Choice
Tenderay

SLICED

U. S. Choice
Buis.

U.TSe.Darte

BACON
Tenderay

Slab Bacon'enter
Smoked Sausage
Sliced Bacon
.T ihcl Jowl "'Pie"
.§spl
Whole Hog Sausage

lb.

STEAK

Fr"tierlb

Country Club,
All-beet
1 HAMBURGER
Jib.Pkg.

98c
RED

sirloin Steak Li.,:.;ricehn°41$1 08
GRAPES
Porterhouse Steak..,$1"
Ground Beef
Rtimp Roast
Ground Chuck
49'
i;noppea
...59'
1— nt Bologna
Boiling Beef
69'
49' Lunch Meat
Short Ribs
7'
89' Bologna
Stew Beef
Beef Liver
69"
ib.59` ,Pork Shoulder .49' YeerlIFroewsh Corn
PorkHocks ..356 Orange
Fresh..
Juice
asset
QUARTER
Fresh Pork Saoage 11,49'
toes
o PORK LOIN
Fresh Ham
Fh)rapefrsuit
Lean

.
lb.79t

Kroger All-Meat
12-oz. pkg.

Kroger Sliced
12-oz. pkg.

59;

Oranges
Mushrooms
Celery Hearts
Strawberries
Potatoes
Green Onions

10-lb. bag

3 pints

99'
$1.00
49'
69'

Pkg.

Qt.

Sweet

Bch.

10'

4

Boneless

57'
89'
_49'
$179
49'

Ii 19'

Korger All-Meat
By-the-Olece,

Beef

FOR

Florida

59;

Fresh,

F1 12

APPLES

-;b

1.

Ground Round
or
lb.

WASHINGTON STATE
RED DELICIOUS

141

lb

Thrift%

or
Swiss Steak

iee Pisces

1

49'
591
59(
29'
.79'

u:lb
CutsFit:C5

lbg 19

Tenderay

Family Pak

Family Pak

U.S. Choice

ROUND

Breast Quarters
Leg Quarters
Quarters
Fryer
For Bq •
Split Broilers
Frying Chicken
Breast or Legs
Frozen Hens
111

lb.

U.S. Chef= Teaderay - Bolden

•

23; A4I

U.S. CHOICE
TENDERAY

ROAST

ak

33'
32'
39'
65'
29'
.49'

Mixed Potts

lb.

Riverview BY7the-Plece'

Tender, Sliced

10 for

Whole

TANGERINES
3 Doz.

Semi-Boneless

•

$1

00

11111•11111111111•1111111111111•11111=1:41

59;
Pork Riblets fvegikeas lb 69'
Country Style Ribs 59'
55'
Spare Ribs
Pork Butt Roast:r th 49'
'

3

V
s

"

lb

lb

FRESH
PICNIC

NAVEL
littelitititittaddittlritiMittisTo deft+ifose,
ORANGES

10
S
SI

-40

EXTRA Top
Value Stamps

fr.

35c

12

79;

FOR

lop

vett' Mrs coupon and $S. edditsoneriTteraiiii excludmo tobacco lend
• hinh or frozen milk products e Tents dozes)
Lent, ono per customer.

t xp ires Jan '. 12

alligualquinumprinki,

444

•

4;-

•

•

•
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National Program Is Proposed To Stabilize Medical Costs In U.S.

Survey Shows Bank -Credit
Cards Are On The Decline

prehensive health planning •
eluding hospital utilization
health finance innovative types of
agencies, and the creation of a
of
New York,—The'!" Health In-. Associztion would make
review
peer
review and
available to persons ambulatory health care centers;
Council of Health Policy Advisors
=ranee Association of Arnerica care benefits
and grants and loan guarantees physicians' services, standard on the Cabinet level to serve the
through
assistance
public
on
cost-finding
(HIAA) Sunday proposed a
and
accounting
national ,'
would be to subsidize ambulatory health
improved President by setting
national program designed to state programs which
care center costs for the first within tha,hospital and
private
the
improve
to
by
policy
in
rticipated
Is the natioo witnessing the rise a/so asked what percentage of
stabilize medical costs, unprovg
control of hospital expenses.
three years of operation.
organization, delivery, quality
.s•-• and fall of tbe credit card erns"their volume is transacted on
health care, and make com- barriers and which would be
urges
also
Association
The
Also called for are support of
and financing of health care.'
them.
— pire?
prehensive health insurance Supported by state and Federal
cost and quality controls, in- increased 'support for cornwould
near-poor
The
No appreciable drop is noted in.
subsidies.
The continuous study of bank
everyone.
to
available
credit cards as a part of the this figure, with those honoring
G. Frank Purvis, Jr.,chairman pay -premiums scaled to their
of
percent
17
reporting
continuous field survey by the cards
of the Association, made the Incomes.
BANKAMERICARD
National Federation of In- their volume on the cards, down
announcement for the group's 308 Such a program would not
dependent Business seems to only one percent from the
member firms which account for affect Medicare in any way, said
indicate that acceptance of the previous month, and down only
80 per cent of the health in- Mr. Purvis. However, it would
credit cards by thee independent three points from the all time
surance written by insurance reduce the need for Medicaid and
reailers hit the high water mark high reached in September when
companies in the United States. would eventually replace it as a
last spring and is now rapidly credit card honoring merchants
Mr. Purvis, who is also means of financing care for the
reported 20 percent of their
declining.
chairman of Pan-American Ltfe medically indigent.
Nationally, for November, the volume done on them.
Insurance Company (New The Association program calls
Federation researchers so far
survey shows only 25 percent of
fora phasing-in period for adding
Orleans), said: •
the independent merchants now have no clue why the enthusiasm
"We believe our program will the suggested benefits to existing
say they honor the charge cards, for bank credit cards among
combiine what is best in the policies to take into account the
Popular PEPPER ELL
down eight points from the independent retailers appears to
present health care system with time and costs involved in
.previous month, and down from have cooled:- There are some
N
•
will treating the manpower and
which
and
additions
reforms
the high point reached in April of indications that as profit margins
ss.
to facilities to deliver the care. This
all
with
access
citizens
provide
have declined, they are reluctant
37 percent.
quality health care at a price this will also allow time for the
In the Pacific states where to accept the bank discounts on
benefit provisions of unionnation can afford.
heavy promotion of bank credit such credit business.
we management contracts to be
this,
accomplish
"To,
There is also a strong
cards started, the decline in
egotiated.
propose to draw on the unique
the
that
felt,
is
it
possibility,
the
by
the
cards
of
acceptance
caliscities of government, the Under the insurance proposal,
and
is
independent retailers shows up exercise of what might be termed
and managerial talents the following benefit schedule
flexibility
connational
of
even more dramatically on the yankee ingenuity" by
type
the
of
Illustrative
of private insurers, the scientific
Federation survey, droping in sumers, which was noted earlier
skills of health Care providers Standard which could be put into
expanded.
has
year,
!he
November to 33 percent as in
and the vitality of the consumer effect:
No. I Seconds
As reported at that time from
compared to 43 percent the
By 1973, when the program
at the community level.
•
for
peevious month and the all time information relayed by memeffective
''We believe that through this Would become
Twin Size,
force,
field
Federation
the
of
bers
in
high of 58 pakten* reached
fin.
CAUGHT IN DRAFT — John program
Ajerican, everyone, benefits would. .be
every
'EMI and fitted
-‘004111
buyers were giving the retailer a Braxton, 22, former student
Mardi.
provided for physicians' serv
be
will
his
income,
of
regardless
Full size,
The acceptance of the credit choice of putting the purchase on body president at Swarth- able to get quality health care." n connection with surgery,
$5
(or
Old°
Flat and fitted
cards by retailers also shows up the credit card, or accepting cash more College, walks handThe program would go into radiation therapy and diagnostic
as taking place in all size with a five percent discount. cuffed from court in Phila- operation in 1973, said Mr. tests, whether performed in a
MATCHING
pair $137
categories of independents as While no definitive data exists on delphia on being sentenced Purvis, and the Association has hospital, ambulatory care center
PILLOW CASES
with
that,
felt
is
it
in
area,
years
half
this
a
employees.
and
of
two
to
number
by
a
defined
estimated that the additional or doctor's office; visits tp
In the zero-to-three employee consumers becoming more vice prison for draft evasion. taxes required to pay for the physician in his office or amrefused
category, the card acceptance conscious, that this practice has Braxton, a Quaker,
program in its first year would be bulatory health care center; and
rate shows a drop in one month spread resulting in many hospital service anck.con- $3.2-billion, in terms of today's well-baby care including imfrom 33 to 22 percent, in the 4-7 retailers becoming disenchanted scientious objector status. prices.
uniaztions.
employee size category, from 37 with advertising they honor
Benefits would also be provided
by
was
developed
program
The
his
on
gets
one
he
if
to collect
down to 27 percent, in the 8-19 credit cards.
semi-private general or
for
the
of
committee
special
a
Others appear to resent what books? It would seem that there
employee group,from 31 down to
hospital care, conychiatric
years
two
to Association following
2S percent, in the 2(1-49 employee they consider to be coercion to is an undue amount of pressure
valescence in a skilled nursing
with
consultation
and
of
study
issuing
of
out
dealer
the
group, from 33 down to 21 per- get them to honor credit cards. A force
medical economists and other home,and approved home health
cent, and in the 50-and -over typical comment along this line credit and to force his customers
at a health experts across the nation.
employee group, only a slight comes from an upper New York to the use of credit cards
In the face of shortages of However, these benfits would
•
both.
to
expense
considerable
state appliance dealer.
drop from 23 to 22 percent.
manpower and rapidly initially be more extensive under
medical
one
is
"Do you see any possible "The proper use of credit
It is believed the drop in this
for the poor
50%
dealer rising costs, Mr. Purvis said the the state programs
largest group may have been connection," he queries, "bet- advantage that a small
and near-poor than for the
would:
program
comstore
chain
his
over
has
credit
major
minimized by the reported ween promoters of
Twin Size,
—Increase the supply of health private group and individual
general practice of the banks to cards and the push for legislation petitor. He will not knowingly manpower.
include
for
Flat and fitted.
would
also
and
plans,
but
risk,
give these larger retailers a to make it increasingly more accept a poor credit
19,
under
children
for
care
dental
health
ambulatory
—Promote
Full Size,
substantially lower discount rate difficult for a small businessman occasionally he gets one. It just are and benefits for preventive ; prescription drugs for all perof late the law makers
.,Flat and fitted
1111 sales transacted on the credit to first of all determine . . . by seems that
n services.,
rehabilitatio
sons,
treatment.
inquiry ... who is a deadbeat and are unduly championing the
cards.
—Strengthen health planning maternity care, and familty
Card-honoring retailers are then to take the necessary action deadbeats."
planning services and supplies.
MATCHING „.•
an the state and local level.
PILLOW CASES —Improve controls over the Then, as manpower and
cost an quality of health care. facilities become more available
INSERT STORE LOCATION . . .
—Develop national health care in the next several years, the
10
Mrs Rs)
Dottl,Miss This
.•
• benefits begun earlier would be
objectives.
—Make comprehensive health Improved and others added-1r
Polyester
all persons, said Mr. Purvis.
insurance available to all.
Bargains
In emphasizing 'ambulatory A bill similar to the industry
and preventive beneufts and by proposal was introduced in
calling for Federal standards for Congress on December 10 by
Rep. Omar Burleson (D.-Tex.).
health care benefits, M
said the nation's health insurers Other parts of the program
DOWNTOWN
are breaking with past practices proposed by the Association
MURRAY, KY.
in order to more closely relate include recommendations for
private health insurance to the increasing health manpower by
nation's changiing health care improved efficiency of the
present Federal manpower
delivery system.
The health insurance business training programs, and
believes that the delivery of promotion of health careers;
quality health care is dependent improved student loan programs,
on a broadly-based financing with built-in incentives to ensystem, he added. "This can be courage service in inner-city and
mdro
achieved most quickly by rural areas; Federal grants to
building on the foundation of schools to encourage the training
• sting voluntary health in- of additional physicians and
allied health personnel, parmrance plans."
Fully quilted acetate tat teta throwMr. Purvis noted that insurers ticularly in providing ambulatory
style bedspreads. Celanese acetate
are an important part of the care; and a temporary Federal
Full size. '
health care economy because of grant program to health
specially purchased
professionals serving in areas of
their
coverages.
of
scope
the
TO
SAVE
"The total number of persons greatest need over the next five
to sell
•
• • 's
Lovely locey & embro,
with some form of health in- Years.
dered
regular & 11
American
every
pair
program
for
surance or prepayment coverage
only
full sizes
is now more than 175 million," he extending Federal hospital
F.ssy care, roachine washable, no
said, "of whom 108 million are construction grant and loan
8119 each-417
iron, pre shrunk. lint free, 100%
help
to
programs
guarantee
company
Many minis, moxis„ & regby
insurance
covered
cotton in white and colors. Full size.
Briefs, regular, & long
ular lengths to choose from
policies."
. comfort ponel
leg
.
wet45`oks, wools, fun.
In addition to calling for
control
hummed
fur.kohnins
Federal standards and for the
S. belted styles ot
'FLORAL TOWELS
purse pleasing
utilization of the existing inInrces'.
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--ssimance structure, the industry's
SAVE TO
terry. Buy bath seta.
cotton
inFederal
proposes
program
Trimmed, tailored
come tax. incentives to help
laces & prints
Reg. 99c
beefs & biklin.s
assure that benefits are maintained at the Federal levels. The
program also calls for the use of
Federal and state funds to subR 09. 35c
.1isq. 59c
sidize the standard benefits to the
poor and near-poor.
To establish standards, the
•-•
Association calls on the government to set criteria for ambulatory, preventive and institutional care benefits as a
means of shifting the current
Gorgeous salsa - large 24" x or. Printed and a
3_41111.-ccosti
AwlY _ frS51.
solid ithearealiste reversible Jacquard. It perfect,- v
•• •
.
and
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Pile Up Savings in Our

171 8A1:
No Iron

BLEACHED -

SHEETS

PILLOW CASES
s4

2
2

PARICS

Beautiful No Iron

PEPPERELL

ETS
SHE
Pink,Blue, Gold..

Floral Prints 50%--P-olrester
cotton first quality

_2 $5
2-'c° *7

DEPPE E

PABRICS

pair $2

411*

BEA SPREAD

Cato's

OUR
ERR-STOCK
ON SALE!

LADIES

OUNDATIONS

LADIES
COATS

SAVE TO

1

PILLOW
Bargain

-VEIIETED;
and FLORALS
(
SOLIDS

24

BRAS

GiRDIES-

171y0
PANTIES
19y CHARGE IT
AT CATO'S!
OUR ENTIRE
STOCK ON SALE!
WEEItENDERS
- -- GIRLS
AND
.4% COATS
PANTIET

4,yo

:\

Foam

Wilshire Waffle Weave

$2

BEDSPREADS

41599

AT BIG SAVINGS.

44e

Bath- Towels !I

Hand - 47c
__rowels

..eri9e

Wash
Cloths

27

CANNON
TOWELS

33

1.49
5 for 88' THROW RUGS Now 88'

SAVE TO

famous

.80YS
COATS

3770

PAPER
-TOWELS,,,r:;.:37;9-tis88c
Hi,j,t,

SHEETING

27ev,c

ds$1

LERMANS
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Take advantage of our Everyday Low Prices as well as our Weekly Specials

IP its's!

z

SWIFT PREMIUM PROTEN

CENTER CUT
CHUCK
Ib.59
SWIFT PREMIUM PROTEN

Iron

SHORT RIBS
OF BEEF

LL

rAS

3
.

__-

rtiality

5
r$

PORK EL
BEANS
5
/2
2

ir 112
WITH BEANS
—
..—
- 303 Can

41$ 1 oo

TEENIE WEENIE SLUE LAKE

GREEN BEANS

2/29;

based
pair

VINGS
Wbent

P.
P eq. 99t

s 27c

DONALD DUCK

ORANGE JUICE
FROSTY ACRES

FRENCH FRIES
1"
hi sI.49
ovvW

ASST. BAMA
DELITED

_
JELLIES

18 oz

29c

BANQUET

POT PIES
PET RITZ

FRUIT COBBLERS

TER I
C

ID

GROCERY
tnte h°4r fttotk&
PRICES GOOD THRU JAN. 12

Shock Lung
Is Killer
In Accidents
Half of all the deaths of people
injured in automobile accidents
in this country may result frOm
"shock lung."
This condition of the lung—in
which a flood of white cells blocks
the tiny blood vessels—often
follows hemorrhagic shock and
other major trauma.
Dr. James W. Wilson, an
assistant professor of pathology
at Duke, has documented this
kind of respiratory distress in a
film of the lungs of dogs and cats.
Within 20 minutes after the onset
of shock, the capillaries of the
lung narrow, the air sacs lose
their shape, and the red cells
clump and sluge.
begin to
Gradually, the lungs turn white
as the flow of blood stops.
Lung failure and death follow.
From his work with experirnetital animals, Dr. Wilson
has found that steroid treatment
' will prevent death if given 45
minutes after the onset of shock.
Recently, Dr. Wilson prescribed
steroid therapy, via telephone,
for a young patient in another
hospital. The treatment saved the
life of the 16-year-old boy, who
had been injured in an
automobile accident.
Dr. Wilson believes the
. treatment can be used to help
prevent tragic deaths on the
highways—if treatment is administered fast.
To find out more about the way
the lungs work under normal and
abnormal conditions, contact
your tuberculosis and respiratory
di -SAW association. They have
the facts.

Social Security
News

•

,

Au,

CENTRAL SHOPPING
--- CENTER

Ceetrurace ate
DRASTIC REDUCTIONS THROUGHOUT THE'STOREn

HIGHWAY 641 N. MURRAY_

Prices In This Ad Good Thurs.-Fri.-Sat., January 7-8-9

OPEN 9A.M.- 9P.M. - MON. thru SAT.

* LUNCHLEONgTTE 'SPECIALS *

,
^a

iooroTh

FRIDAY NIGHT '

SAVE 60'
WtNDOW
SHADES

Cole Slaw
French Fries
Hush Puppies

771
:

$

)&
49.

ALL

DACRON
POLYESTER
MATERIAL
laisH wEA,

1 27•
•

YOU

R.cills

2— Eggs

.27

I

,Our
Try

Homemade

SARI Rio

MOISTURIZING LOTION

'.

\ 2

:3

$100

G•ono 10 os .4., no. I/1 th•
oobrookoblo plorroc bottlo Tb.
5opoe Loo. lor hands orod body

SHOES
Men and Boy's
Women's and Girls

what grecit sayings!

0
ay
j
AIL4,

4p 410
,

only once a year
can we offer such
a terrific buy!

A reaktui,at
our regaar low

for 11

Too

CI

y•ti
•••:'0"-

REDUCED
up to

price of 2 yds.

da"
..•

N

3OFF
/
1

;
41

SAVE!

yd

SAVE'

is

CORONET

iTtl
400 .•4‘.

FACIAL TISSUES
• White
• Colors
• Designs

'.•

-

Solids lid
Some rrinb

200

THU R.
FRI.
SAL

78;

Cakes and Pies

CAN EAT!

1.19

SOFSK IN

Grits or French Fries
Red Gravy
Hot Biscuits
Coffee

, ri
,

$

RORULAI,R

JANUARY WHITE

CAN NON.
AS
ADVERTISED
ON T.V.
IT ROSES

1
5

2-PLY TISSUES

BOFXOERS $

PRO ART BOXED.
• Mod Colors and White
• Floral Notes
• Floral Lined Envelopes

NO-IRON MUSLIN
SHEETS and Pillow Cases

MAE
WREATH
PRINTED

AP-

-11

BOXES $
FOR

stays flower fresh all week, keeps new look 'longer

20 Gal.
alvanized
Garbage
Can

DEEP TONE ROSE FLOWER ON WHITE
BACK-GROUND SET THE DECOR FOR
THESE LOVELY SHEETS AND PILLOW
CASES. PLUS BEING glkONGER THAN
COTTON WITH 50% POLYESTER FOR LONGER
WEAR WITH LASTING FRESHNESS
CHOOSE PINK OR BLUE. YOU'LL LOVE THEM.

Reg. $2.24

$182

NOTEBOOK

SAVE

FILLER
PAPER

67

REG

500 Sheets

2.6
•
Reg.' 66Tfl Size FlIfiEr,, 2.96 Save 70e
Reg. 7;Pillow Cases 2 114 Save 28fi
* NO -IRON * PRINTED
* FIRST QUALITY

TWIN
SIZE

6

22

REGULAR 88'

741

FOR

. Limit: 6 per customer

BRA
SALE

_
S•VE 331

THUM
FRI
SAT
CAIREY

wee,

"EU1,-1,Y"
..

BEDSPREAD

.Jan.

-1.1C}FTAN-LIGHT_

to•

• •• we..• ,•.1 to I

••••

.

Style 532
White B & C Cup'
D Cup
.
Style 3253
-Villfre ___
•

REG. .."..----SALE

'
ILW).'
$2
49
$3.49
-1

'
w,,,n1110

REG. 991-SAVE 31'
FOAM FILLED

.1

$1.99

VAN
-••--.

PILLOWS

-

CHENI it BEDSPREAD

•• ir•ro. AA.. •••
-ft. ....ft v./

f

Choice 2 Vegetables

COUNTRY
HAM
BREAKFAST

T-BONE
' Coffee or Yea

Coffee or Tea ..

Vinyl Plastic
Green or White

WOVEN — NO IRON

hoitIl ofe
SAM RAYBURN
• • ink'. twit
•atriautrit-mitieo Conarerionan
tiont .e•e• anii'Demorratic

8:30-10 A.M.
8 OZ.

GOLDEN
FRIED FISH

REG. '1.37 -

SATURDAY MORNING

SATURDAY NWT

5-7 P.M.

IIRSONA1111ES
POSTAGE
DR kik•Mom

6

NIT

BANKAMERteMO

By ciwies M. Whitaker
Paducah District Manager
Many people with Medicare's
medical or "doctor bill" insurance are disturbed about tatrecent increase in the premium.
They should keep in mind that
the increase is only 30c for ea
one eligible for medical inIkarinoe.,,Allo, the increase data
lot apply until July 1971. Until
then the $5.30 still. applies.
There is also a tendency to
overlook the fact that "Uncle
Sam" pays to Social Security
exactly the same premium
amount that the medical insurance enrollee pays.
So - come July 1971, Uncle Sam
is obliged to pay an additional 30c
that has been added to the
premium, for a total of $5.60.
Each enrollee will pay the same
$5.60 per month.
Some say they can just drop out
of the program - but if they do
they must wait anti).. the, next
enrollment period and then the
premium rate will be still higher
for those who do drop out but
reenroll.
We certainly hope people do not
get excited and act too hastily.
- Over 96 percent of the local
people are convinced • they get
their money's worth because they
have been enrolled and used this
insurance to pay for doctors'
care, clinics, x-ray and otherl.
tests.
Telephone your Social Security
Office for more information; ask
for a free booklet to read up on
the questions. The Social Security
Office in Paducah is at 112 South
Tenth Street - but, call us and
save a trip - our telephone
number is 443-7321. We will answer your questions by phone a
mail you a new leaflet.
DEATH TOLL
TOKYO (UPI —Traffic accidents claimed 16,765 lives in
Japan in 1970, a recoud, the
National Pollee Agency announced Monday'
It was an. rease of 3.5 per
cent over the 1969 death toll of
16,257.
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Nadine Washable •

Twin or Full

ei

Csorted Colors

REGULAR '2.88

2 $5
FOR

lac

'I

68''

Non-Allergic,
Odorless
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;
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#
air
V
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JIM ADAMS I G A

Northside
Shopping
Center

Prices Good Throh Next Tuesday

*
**

•Northside
•ShoPPillg
Center

*

WE RESERVE BE RIGHT TO LIMIT QUANTITY

h.

'41

FIRST INFII4E MEATS
U.S. Choice

U.S 'Choice

MATCHLESS

b 49; SWISS
CHUCK BACON
ROAST BOLOGNA
39; STEAK
WIENERS i:kogz49
69c
OLD FASHIONED

In-the-Piece

41

lb.

ON
THUR.
FRI
SAT.

39

Roll-On

100
&Girls

Reg. '1.49

Ban

Our Price

Toothpaste

Family Size

Reg. '1.09

Close-Up

89
69,

Our Price

39 t;:

\ No. 1 Can

ed Envelopes

NOTEBOOK

FILLER
PAPER

8-oz. can

2/29;

INSTANT

BREAD

41,1
ner

COFFEE

99c

1-lb. Loaf

10

4/$ 1 00

19;

Orange, Grape,
Pineapple-Orange

Giant Size

BABY
FOOD

9'

10;

9

No. 300 Can

FRUIT PIES

43'

Apple, Cherry Peach
-• 20-0z:

SWEET
CARROTS POTATOES
1-lb. cello bag

PORK ea
BEANS
I.G.A. FROZEN

Fresh, Crisp

BANANAS

69C

Showboat ,

- Gerber

No. 303 can14;

46-oz. can

Quarters

TIDE

Strained

FRUIT DRINKS ICE MILK

/$ 1 0.0

DETERGENT

I.G.A.

Ripe Yellow

Thurs..
Fri.,
Sat.

1-1b.

GREEN'
BEANS

I.G.A.

IAR 88'

303 Can

Green River

I.G.A.

500 Sheets

OLEOMARGARINE

JUST LOW PRICES !

I.G.A.

10 oz. in

Elgin

CHILI

NO GAMES
NO STAMPS
NO sP FORCED PURCHASES

CHICKEN NOODLE

69'
394:

Our Price

JUST RITE

TOMATO
SAUCE

391

No. 1 Can

our price

Reg. 59'

I I) (1,

JIM ADAMS IGA STORE POLICY

SOUP
ERS $

-Brach's Choc. Covered

BAR-B-Q
BEEF

SALAD
DRESSING
Qt.

Reg 99'

8 Rollie CtstIon

Nunn

CAMPBELL'S

DXED
fhite

Pepsi "RC Panty Hose
7-Up 69 Cherries

I.G.A.

I.G.A.

IVE!

slot

—

lb.

each

29

Fresh, Firm

CABBAGE

0

Store OPEN 24 Hours DAILY -- CLOSED SUNDAY
Remember.. At NM ADAMS MA It's the total on the tape that counts!

•

1 .1( h. FIR'llit.F."

I HE 1.E.1)(.1-:K & T1N1
ES

7111 Jo,

( KY

,
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We Redeem U.S. Gov't
Food Stamps.,

1
-ti
. .,

Open from 8 a.m.-Till Midnight

- _,
v. , _
z$

9

#

,

,_

.statntitt'Slfe.

Jo

,Mitilt _1

-

for Your Shopping Convenience
Redemption Center Next to "Store!

verghetawboierisdShoFritlenSitng
\I

C, R ISCO

Southside ShoppingSenter .
_ ........,

,

Heinz Dill

n size'

CE

00

ip U R EX

lErocultast

SACRAMENTO

Wekhs

10v

MAXWELL HOUSE
OLD JUDGE

FFtE

DELMONTE

lb.

4- SHBULDER

ibilettlwe.

OLD FASHIONED

Half or Whole Stick

MISS LIBERTY

lb, bag IP 1

)60 V

CHILI with beaiis
k_

pkg of 12

BEEF STEW
Osage
PEACHES

,

TISSUE
CHICKEN OF THE SEA

TUNA-

DELTA

lb.
NECK BONES
Nice Thick
lb. 29
‘
FATBACK
CHICKEN PARTS

39,

LE

BIsewTs

24 OZ. CAN
244

594

CAN

,

S. PRIME

T

, Armin.
ARMOURTRE

09

ROUND'

PORK ROAST

to
lb.

59c

5 OZ. CAN

VIENNA SAUSAGE

4 CAN7

CENTER
CUT

C P

wiring
living
other

RUMP ROAST
Fresh Sliced
BEEF LIVER

4 l'

lb. 494

kitch
bedr e
long
water

CENTER CUTS
lb lb. $1"

trade
E
brick.
range
room,
It's co
a ...
than

- Etip.foD(ESD&

79t

12 oz

Pilaniess
Count Sty*

lb. '

PORK SAUSAGE

pkg.

49t

lb.

,

dbed
i hrw
",
ehN
ikai :
crgeh
throu.

0 BACON''33t HAMBURGER
4 MEAT
EGGS OLEO BREAD FLOUR STEAK,454
2 39 5 4E14
A9t
REELFOOT

ALL BRANDS

/
1
2 or WHOLE

8 OZ CAN1

st
heatag
m ne

FRESH lb.

Velveeta
2
KRAFT

LB BOX $119

MISS LIBERTY

med

doz.

MISS

YELLOW
SOLIDS lb:

LIBERTY

YUKON

20 oz loafs

PEAS

ICE BERG
303 cans $1
9_°

ST. JOSEPH _

_

,LET
TUCE lle
Lai :

_ 20.0_cwo,

_

rgh
St

PORK lb. ...r
limo.
NEW_DROP TEXAS GREEN

19 CABBAGE
N YQU I I. v6aiuoez. 99 ASPIRIN 69 BANANAS
9' CARROTS
,gp
,VEL
„. . .„
$1',

Ia
has
room,

FRESH
SlyidD

lb. bag

1.9

MISS WISCONSIN

bough
on
TWO
ue t:
One

b.1
Boneless

4 29t 1./4 PORK,
p
12 OZ.. CAN

tloan.a
TRAN
redu
bedr•
kit .•
family
room,
sca
condi '
less

with

-BOSTON BUTT
-

3 $100

Pot;
bath,

BREAST -.•:59' lb.
THIGHS
59' lb.
LEGS
55' lb.
WINGS
23' lb.
BACKS NECKS
15' lb.
LIVER 89`.1b. GITLARDS 39'lb

rails

6 1/3 OZ. CAN

CHUNK

15 /
1
2 OZ. CAN

MOriOn•House

ROLLS 2/49

u.
S
T
E
A
K
33
t

1.1.g.11
with
large
bedr I.
double
peting
will
to sell
ONL
adr,Y

Fresh

5 to 7 lb. awe. lb.

lb.

THE
H 3

SEL
Bs
SE
oLuL
L

lti:

U S INSPECTED
GRARE ""
A .

Shank Hal

24 oz bottle

. KELLY'S

REELFOOT SMOKED

39'
t

t

MILK

GRIFFINS
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In Memory

Variety Of Fences Found
The State Of Kentucky

IN MEMORY of Mr. Carl Foster,
who passed away one year ag
today
. The 1-4rd-1/13w has Y°11
his care. We remember the
wonderful days when we had you
Abraham Lincoln, the split-rail
By Lois Campbell
here.
fence, made, from rough-hewn
State News Bureau
Daddy Foster, we miss you oh,
logs, is found in many sections of
so much! But now you are under FRANKFORT, Ky.-Kentucky the state. ,
the Masters' touch.
is a land of beautiful and historic The split-rail fence was a
Someday we will all meet you fences. Elegant, snowy-white favorite of theKentucky frontier
once again and Heaven will be plank fences border thorough- because it wore well when
REAL ESTATE FOR SALE
our home then. God be with us bred farms; lovely old fieldstone properly laid and was simple to
SERVICES OFFERED
and keep us in his care till we fences line the picturesque hills build .Thick forests provided an
meet you Daddy Foster again up and valleys of the Bluegrass and abudant supply of logs.
NEW YEAR's BARGAINSUSED COLOR TV with new EXPERIENCED Babysitter will
ROBERTS REALTY has several
there.
somber split-rail fences recall the The zig-zag rail fence is often
picture tube. Price Reasonahli care for children in my home.
by his wife, commonwealth's pioneer past. found for miles along mountair
houses which fit this description.
J7C Sadly missed
•
Durm's TV & Appliance, 118 South Phone 767-2759.
Lorene, Children and Grand- Found throughout the state, highways in the southern ApIt is a buyers market and we have
J6C
.12th St., Phone 753-3037.
11`C the white plank fence is par- palachians, an area often called
children
some real good buys to start this
WIJL BABYSIT in my home for
year. For example read on.
ticularly characteristic of the rail fence capital of the world.
or
day
4-One
flour,
Bedroom
the
child
age
any
by
Apartments
DON'T THROW that rug away,
. DUPLEX located adjoining
A vanishing feature of the
Kentucky, the kingdom
Central
'Fox
753-6809,
clean it with Blue Lustre. You week. Phone
1-Four Bedroom House
elementary school. This one has
region, the historic
Bluegrass
are
They
not
horse.
the
of
erected
PROTESTS BAN
can rent a shampooer for only Meadows Moblie Home Park.
three bedrooms, living room,
beauty and stateliness, fieldstone fence was built for two
for
only
England
RTSEY,
(UPI)
J11C
Homes
Mobile
3-New
J9C
$1.00 at Big K.
'lien, kitchen with dining
crops and
John McKendrick plans to but as protective measures for purposes, to separate
L.E
J
facilities, range, -carpeting
fields of
the
clear
to
and
pastures
galloping
temperamental,
(2 are 12-ft wide,.one 10-ft yr!die) 36" ELECTRIC stove.
the
quit as resident obstetrician at
ATTENTION: Working mothers
throughout, all on one side. The
thoroughbred who is apt to injure loose stone.
a
Peter's
protest
St.
to
Hospital
refrigerator.
Westinghouse
and college students with babies 2
Everything Is Air-ConditOned and Electrically
other side has two bedrooms,
higiself on an unseen wire fence. The plow -hindering stones
Green dinette table and four and under. For your baby sitting ban against fathers watching
living room, kitchen with bunt in
The cost of white plank fen- were gathered from the fields
of
"It
births
the
children.
their
Heated. chairs, window fan, hot _plate, needs, Beans Beans Play Nur- is the basic right of a man to cing
range, and bath. It bsutility
is astounding. A three-plank usually by slaves, who selected
2 Acres of Land (app.)
/
11
conditioner,
air
Frigidaire
new
sery, 753-2620. Operated by Mrs.
rooms, double garage,Patios and
fence has posts every eight feet. the right sizes and shapes and
his
see
brought
being
child
into
new automatic electric heater, Russell Lowery.
JI1C
many more extras. This place is
Present Rental Income '615.00 per Month
the world," McKendrick, 35, To install such a fence and paint skillfully laid fences which often
two venetian blinds. Phone 753priced to sell at less than $30,000.
it costs more than $1 a running ran for miles. These early fences
J6C WILL CARE for babies in my Said Sunday.
Sacrifice
Will
$21,500.00
for
5214.
REDUCED in price is this three
foot of fence. One hundred miles depended upon the firm fit of one
home. Have experience. Phone
Would Finance $15,000 at 6%
bedroom brick. It has extra large
of fence would cost about a half- rock to another for their strength
BLACK NYLON couch and chair, 753-4964.
J7C
family room, living room, tWQ
million dollars.
and sturdiness. Though they used
J6C
7534788.
Phone
$35.00.
baths, built in range, utility,
In addition to the white wooden no mortar at all, many still are
double carport, outside storage,
PAPER
fences, you'll see miles of black perfect.
PROFESSIONAL
KITTENS, SIAMESE and
Most of the stone fences were
central heat and excellent
wooden fences. Identical to the
and painting. All work
Persian. Also couch. Phone 753- hanging
location. Less than $25,000.
white ones except for color, these ladi between 1820 and the Civil
435-6842 or
J6P guaranteed. Phone
7E70.
War. During the war, the fences
TFC
are just as costly.
OWNER LEAVING TOWN IS
382-2299.
, NOTICE
emergency
became
Identified with the time of often
THE ONLY REASON FOR
SPRINGS AND mattress, $15.00,
barricades for troops.
SELLING THIS SPACIOUS
matching
pair
two
and
bedspread
52 TWO bedroom trailer, like MALE TO share trailer with
Slaves who built the fences
HOUSE LOCATED NEAR 12 x
WANTED TO RENT
Answer to Yesterday's Paget
new. See Brandon Dill, Murray student. Should have car. Phone drapes, $16.00, three throw rugs
-often became skilled craftsmen.
M.S.U. It has three rental rooms
jc and two pair drapes, cheap.
In Theatre entrance after 753-7649.
OM MOB= WOR One of them, Henry Guy,
with private, entrance plus a Drive
District
Phone 753-3903.
OMM MOMMO
Attorney
County bondsman,
large house to live in. Four 4:00 p.m. on weekends. No phone
WANT T() Rent, two bedroom 1 Thicket
OMOOM3 000833 Woodford
(abbr.)
calls
please.
J6C
founded a whole dynasty of stone
bedrooms, living room, kitchen,
r
.
house, unfurnished in or close to • usy
90E1 OMOM3
8 Cloth
BELTONE factory fresh hearing 1970
Teasilf•
OMMM OM (AMMO masons. The stone fences lining
double carport, two, baths, carHONDA, low miles, ex- town. Phone 753-4516.
J11C ii Chastise
9 Real estate
Shady Lane (Old Frankfort12 Rapid
peting, central heat and air. Rent EFFICIENCY , APARTMENT, aid batteries for all make hearing cellent condition. Phone 753-9609
map
ITC after 5 p.m.
"
Progresso,
Lexington Pike) are examples of
will help pay for it and it's priced furnished; private bath and aids. Wallis Drugs.
Vegetable
10
JI1C
RRNI
0010
not
Prefix.
14
entranee, -Couple or single per11 Nips
his work. - • to sell.
@MUM U0
LOST & FOUND
IS Civil imuyy
son, Two blocks from university.
13 Man's name
MOM MOM
Guys of the fifth and sixth
17 Crippled
ONLY 411,500 -will btu this two
BEAUTIFUL 23 inch color
NOTICE
16 Temporary
Available Feb. 1, 1971, Call 75318 Afternoon
generations of stone masons
bedroom brick house: Has earshelter
console TV $275. Call 753-7112. _ 10 MONTH old female setter,
OMR
Party
2672.
J6C
repair their
19 Get up
pok;- hying room, electric beat,
POrtton
J7C white with black specks, no
OMM OGMOM 000 charged $4 an hour to
WESTERN Kentucky Stages,
21 Solicitude
work in the 1950's.
ancestors'
Make lace
bath, and-is located on 1 sere lot.
J6C
collar. Phone 753-8870.
22 Russian
FURNLSHED APARTMENT for Inc., has applied to the DepartOrgans of
The Shaker colony of Pleasant
It's a steal and has transferrabk
stockade
Marry
36 Entreaties
hearing
boys or girls. See at 360 ment of Motor Transportation for BALDWIN PIANOS and organs,
Young
Hill and Shakertown has row
25 Besmirch
37 Slimmer
loan.
Growing
goat
27 French for
38 Chair
Woodlawn.
J6C increased passenger and express rent $10.00 monthly, rent applies
out of
after row of fieldstone fencing,
TRANSFERRED owner has
101 (Roman
40 Pinched
ap= to purchase. Used spinet pianos
to
amounting
rates
Symbol tor
number)
Transactions
some 22 miles of it altogether.
Follow
41
30
three
reduced the price on this
teltUrium
proximately 4 percent. Any and organs. Lonardo
WANT, buy; logs and standing
Preposition
32 Former Russian 44 Trap
They were built by the Shakers
29 Viscous mud
2 baths, ONE-BEDROOM furnished person May-protest by filing such
bedroom brick. Has 11
/
Comprise
47 Tissue
rulers
Company, "Your Complete timber. Also have for sale lumber 31 Kind of
point
49 Wolfhound
34 Trial
who in turn taught many of the
kitchen-with built in range, large apartment. Phone 753-5079. • J7C protest with the Department of
vehicle
sawdust Murray Saw Mill
,
Music Store" Paris, and Martin
neighboring farmers the art of
Dispatched
33
family room, spacions living
7k3-4147. 35 Epic poetry
Motor Transportation, Frank- Tennessee.
J8C and Lumber Co.
building a fieldstone fence.
room, utility room, large land36 Gratifies
fort, Kentucky, stating the
Consequently, a great many
39 African
scaped lot, electric heat and air TWO BEDROOM house Also grounds of or reasons therefor.
antelope
fieldstone fences still remain in
conditione, cqn be bought for' dinette suite and six chairs for
42 French article
„CARD OF THANKS
ITC cleaned Originally $164.00 for
Mercer County.
sale. Call 753-5244. After 1100
43 Tricks
less than $22,000.
$70.00, worn only once. Victorian
45 Great lake
The wire fence, popular on
J7P
TWO HOUSES 9 ACRES can be noon.
,
Dine
46
WE
express
to
deep
WISH
our
neckline with bishop sleeves and..
most Kentucky farms, vdis in-'
48 Babylonian
-'4!!',ItettOLUX SALES & Ser'
-bought for a tremendous bargain.
train. Phone .753-2684 appreciation and thanks to our
hero
troduced in the early -1900's. The
•
vice; Box 213% Murray, Ky. C. M. _detachable
One house is older frame house
SO Resort
J8P many friends" and relatives for 51
after 5 p.m.
fursteel post followed in 1925 and the ONE
bedroom
two
in
AND
Aga
382-2468,
phone
FarSanders,
modern
:with
plumbing and
the many expressions of sym- 53 Speech
electric fence in 1935.
Jan 21C
iyiring. Has three bedrooms, nished apartments. Zimmerman mington, Kentucky.
55 Place labor.)
winter skirts, pathy and kindness extended to 56
MMiFS
Choose
'living room,kitchen and bath, the Apartments South 16th Street.
and
illness
the
of
during
death
us
59 lifts
sWeatirst,- .16, and dresses.
J11C
other house is a neat two Phone 753-6609.
61 Wweldis
CLEVELAND (UM-Dr Vic
J8C our son and brother, E. H. 62
Phone-767-6254.
Finished
room,
living
bedroom brick with
Ippolito, 56-year-old team physiSimmons. A special thanks goes
10
40
x
ALL
Electric
two
trailer,
kitchen and bath. The land has a
cian for both the Cleveland
./AP HAY Timothy and Red to the nurses and doctors, staff of
long road frontage' and city bedroom, air conditioned,
Indians
of
the Max Churchill Funeral 1 Breakfast
the
American
J8C
d'
7534090.
Phone
Clover.
walking distance of college.
TRUCK DRIVERS
food
water is there.
League and the Cleveland
Home, the minister, Dr. H. C.
Corhunctton
2
furnished.
$75.00,
water
753Call
not
tpcperience
Necessary)
EXTRA gobd buy or owner will
Browns of thaNational Football
iles, and the donors of food and 3 Stroke
SIAMESE'KITTENS-for sale
J7C
trade on this three bedroom 1203.
League, is retiring from his
flowers. May God's richest 4 Cease
Phone
priced.
reasonably
very
Weird
5
You can earn two to three
post with the Indians, but is
brick. Has kitchen with built in
753-3116 before 12:30 and after 5 blessings rest upon each of you. 6 S1,mbo4 /or
silver
Diet, by rnited Feature
range and dishwasher,' living FIVE ROOM unfurnished house hundred dollars per week after p.m. _.
remaining
with the Browns.
ltnc
Sisters.
Two
and
Mama
J8P
room, family" room, two baths. at 311 North 12th. Available now: short training, for local and over: or after
e-road hauling. Write:
It's completely carpeted and has Phone beftrre 11 a.m.
WASHING
I HATE IT
NATIONWIDE SEMI DIVISION, AUTOMAflC
a good sized lot. Priced at less p.m. 753-6200.
EATS!
GET AN,'
LETTIEffS!
In good condition.
machine.
171
New
Circle
Rd.,
N. E.,
than $25,000.
.111C
--ref
Lexington, Ky. 40505, or call Area Phone 753-8610.
NEAR SHOPPING center and
2 Code 606 299-6412i- after-5 p.m.,
F-URNISHED
churches and schools. This three NEATLY
AKC REGISTERED- German•
J6C
2 baths, bedroom apartments. Couples 252-3484.
/
bedroom brick has 11
puppies, white, 7 two
Shepard
Kelley's
large living room, family room, Only,- May be seen at
1 nine months old.
old,
monthi;
t Control, 100 South 13th
dishwasher and range built
WOMEN: CO you need extra Call 753-1461 or see Howard Bucy.
J7C
Street.
kitchen, extra nice crel
J12C
money to help with winter exthroughout, carport, -outside
up
Earn
penses.
$4.00
to
hour
per
storage, utility ro6m, central DUPLEX APARTMENT, two in spare time. Call 753-1711. J9C
heat and air. It's worth the bedrooms, walking distance 'Of
12 x 60 TRAILER, all electric
University. Quiet. Adults only.
money at-01,000.
J
call 753-4545 or 753-6763.
or
p.m.
SPACIOUS house and good sized Call 7534567 after five
FURNACE INSTALLER, Sheet
J7C
lot located in HAZEL. This place 762-2850 days.
metal worker, full time, exWAN NA
THIS IS THE
has six bedrooms, bath, living
,perience preferred. Cont
SET?
on
trailer
BEDROOM
room, kitchen, garage, storm TWO
STORE WHERE
Tinslei Heating and Air Conof
ci
north
miles
four
lot,
private
BOUGHT
comis
ITand
windows
753-4857.
doors and
ditioning, Murray,Ky.,
' J12C WEIMARANER puppies, AKC
fortable in every way. It's a real Murray. Completely furnished
or
753-1790
Phone
dryer.
washer,
bargain at less than $10,000.
litter,sell cheap. Phone 7534647.
'J7C
J8C
Roberts Realty, 505 West Main 753-4683.
SHORT ORDER cook. Apply, in
J7C
St., Phone 753-1651.
person only. Jerry's Restaurant
J7C
South 12th Street.
LOOK. COUNTRY living • with APARTMENT for girls, electric
AM-FM radio-8 track stereo
private
conditioner,
air
heat,
two
city conveniences. Beautiful
two _dg,tachatile
combination,
part
Farm THREE LADIES for full or
bedroom hcrme located in entrance, 1603 College
speakers, excellent condition.
a
of
use
have
Must
work.
time
.11.11C
753-2377.
Lakeway.Shores. Low, Low down Road, Call
Call 753-6702 between
car. Write Postoffice, Box 151,
payment. Easy finance plan Call
six p.m."
and
J7C
Murray,Ky.
Abble & Slats
Johnnie Jones in Nashville 1-615J8P
I E Tape System with
E165-1900 collect.
MECHANIC WANTED. Apply in NEW
MORE'N
MOW LONG TER
5/10 INTER TittS
ponents radio and speakers.
FiGart St4C5 BEEN Fitej AWArriffk
person. Sholar's Auto Repair, 209
CEAC;
753-2364. after 600 p.m. J8C BEST T" 9A1,E YER STRENGTH
MATE'? - -AN'
Call
UNDERWATER,
•
14:7NEY
S. 7th St.
TWO BEDROOM frame with full
FOR THE DiYAN',TAMMY --COME
ellGEWATER 7
114 GETT1114'
ON ABOARD!
VICVIRIIIIP:
basement and garage, electric
"----.1-_,
WALLTOWSUCARPET
floor furnace. Good condition,
10 X 55 MOBILE home, fully
excellent location at 602 Vineconditioners,
air
carpeted, two
- .- Street. Price reduced to $10,000,
underpinned. Call 753-9519. ,19P
We will furnish
.iei•iiiee•oi..• •
balance
and
cash
-tends $2,000.00
and completely install
)96n..FOC1) Mustang, V-8, with
like rent.
3 full rooms or up to
air. Maroon with bucket seats. CARPET CLEARANCE sale,
360 sq. ft. of 100 percent
Must sell, owner now in service. cash and carry. Some shag, cut
residence,
BEDROOM
THREE
nylon carpet with tackless
753-3436. Call at night. J7P pile, commercial type hi density
Phone
Corner
gas floor furnace, garage.
installation over heavy
rubber back, some pattern type.
lot 212 So. Ilth Immediate
duty sponge padding
Our prices start at $1.79 sq yd.
possession, price reduced to
-gr the total price of
1962 CADILLAC DeVille, 4-door and up to $3.95 sq. yd. None
settle estate.
hardtop. A real clean car, good higher, pick anything in the
_
condition,full power, factory air, house. Big selection. Paschall's
ZVI ACRE farm jsl400kS
new Urea. $675. Can be financed. Discount House, Hazel, Ky 492SMALL wON DER TH Edf'S
'
(
Chapel Churcb. Mew modem
Budget terms arranged
OFF-Et:kit.). A MILLION A
J7C 9733.
.171P
Call 753-6392.
-'YOU'RE
residenc3,--dxcellent pond and
ForFree Home
MA -4 CI-II LLUK1
WEEK!! NOESODY'D
N EAT!!
a
srAptv
pasturCOwner leaving state and
ER
DRuTH
Dennonstration
TOUCH IT F-0'TR/4
WINTER WARDROBE in exall I sell for s12,600.ocr
THAN AY, THAR
MILLION?!
Day oft Night
cenent condition, sizes 7's and 9•3
PYIPP'yTO TAKE
THAT c.105(.•
including: Sweaters, skirts,
FOR SALE OR TRADE
CHOICE BUILDING lots, prices
CALL
COLLECT
slacks, dresses, coats and forreduced and terms to qualified
901-424-7340
mals All reasonably priced.
persons
Carpet Mfg. Outlet
Phone 767-4051 after 4 p.m. J7P
50
x
lo
HOUSE
THAILE-ti
with
of
electric heat and air conSEE ME I need listings
Jackson, Tenn
ditioning. Phone 753-7863 or 763Claude L Miller. Realtor
6231
JI
7534084 Phones 753-3059 J8C

Looking For A Good
Investment?

Phone
753-7-992 or 489-2992 •

Crossword Puzzle
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TELEVISION SCHEDULE

WSM-TV
Chaasiel 4

WLAC-TV
- • taaaael 5 -

WIEDNESJAV

Quotes Turnpike May

WSII•TV

From The

Channel

Vie PIING PROGRAMS

News

Be Extended
To Tennessee

Odia McClure Rites
Held Here Today

Robertson Rites
Are Scheduled
Here Thursday

Funeral services for Odla
McClure of Hazel Route Two
ef
:
Erder.i
f
--were held today at two p.m. at the
(Reg. U.S. Pat. Off.)
Funeral services for Luther
.
Music Mil
MedIcel Center
of the Blalock-Coleman
chapel
_
:30 Mink 14.11
Center
Medical
BY Upheld Press International FRANKFORT, Ky. (UPI)— Funeral Home with Rev. Coy Robertson of 1301 Olive
m -oo.
9nMei*
•
e '
Kawaii-Vvil
WASHINGTON —Labor Se- The governor's office confirmed
t-i4Iery Hawaii Pty..
It
Boulevard, Murray, one of
Movie
Garrett officiating.
cretly 31mils D. Millman, -Theedaythat Gov. Louie B.
Murray's most outstanding
as
— 10 re
served
se's11.7:•GM,,'
pallhearera
ttr'Cawite,
ephews
-N
advocating- legislation to allow had been working on a plan since
business and chic leaders, will
/it Dick Core,*
Mary Griffin,
McClure,
Grayson
were
who
1 1 1 Irsilljegt
Coven
- Chck
mlers Crafhi •
presidential action forcing set- the beginning of his '. ad- Glenneth Widehart, Guy Lovins, be held Thursday at 10:30 a.m. at
GRAMS
THURSDAY MORNING
tlement of strikes in the ministration to extend the
Hoyt McClure, Bernice Wisehart, the First United Methodist
railroad and other transporta- Kentucky Turnpike south .from
country Journal
S
Church.
Floyd McClure.
and
6 sr= Shaw CBS MonrarchNowa The Real McCoys
tion industries:
Dr. Samuel R. Dodson, Jr., will
Elizabethtown to the Tennessee Interment
the
in
was
"One of the big decisions state line, and if Tennessee sees Macedonia Cemetery with the officiate and Mrs. Richard
Bow Show
rnt
n
mon,
ag
r
Bozo Snow
7
we're going to have to make fit, all the way to the Great arrangements by the Blalock- Farrell will be the organist.
Bojo Show
C;nI zroo
Romper Room
8 :Tritaitiz; Scene ToctsolltrIV.
this year is whether or not we Smoky Mountains.
Ushers will be Bryan Tolley,
Coleman.Funeral Home,
The Lucy Show
00 Dinah'S Place
Mike Douglas
a,
can afford this hardship, this
The Beverly ii.11oilie*
Mike Doueles
:ND Concentration
The turnpike is now open from Mr. McClure, age 88, died Robert Smith, Connie Ford, and
601100i/19 Gourmet
mass inconvenience, this dan- Louisville to Elizabethtown and
That Girl
10 A°
rct,":"«
Tuesday at 7:15 a.m. at the J. B. Wilson.
ger to national health and the state Highway Department is
Where Heart Is
Active pallbearers will be John
:20 Jaooardy
Bewitched
Murray -Calloway County
1 I :30 Who: What News Searcia for Tomm•tow Hazel, News
welfare ..."
extending it to the Hospital. He was a retired far- W. Overbey II, Phillip Michael
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